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Prologue 
In tlus age of globahsauon and mtematwnal workforce, the tra.mutg and developoenc 
of intematJ.onal staff lS mcreasmgLy becormng an rssue m the bus1:1ess world The 
&le:mr:nas confrontmg many global organisations are muludrrnensiOnal 1e how to 
identify the t.--m.ning needs for mtemauonal staff, bow to 1dentrfy competencies for 
mternattonal staff wrthm the orgamsauon, how to tram expatriates and handle 
repatriatwn , overall how to recfl..llt, tram and develop an mternatmnal workforce 
Smce these are poignant 1ssues m the area of Human Resource Management, tlus 
project was chosen to value add to the global HRM stud1es 
'The training and development of mternat10nal staff Is an issue wruch should be grun.mg 
more unportance wrthm the field of Human Resource development, as compan1es 
develop from purely dornesuc firms mto multmatronal or even transnational 
corporauons' .. (Harzmg & Ruysseveldt. 1995, p 205) 
Through tills research project, 1t IS desrred to 1dentrfy traJJ1lng requrrements, analyse 
avallable methods. scrutiruse the advantages and disadvantages, practical difficulties etc 
and find the best methods to trammg and development of expatna~es and an 
mternanonal workforce 
Accordmg to Baumgarten ( 1995), factors such as mcreasmg mteroauonal competltwn 
and the resultmg need to market products worldwtde, mtemat10nal r:1ergers and 
acqms1t1ons, and new market opporturutles (Eastern Europe, Chma. the former Sov1et 
Union etc), more and more managers and other staff will be confronted at least once ill 
their careers With an opportumty to take on an mtematlonal asstgnment and thus 
temporarily become an expatnate worlang and l.tvmg m a fore1gn country She 
observes that such an assignment not only poses challenges m terms of new tasks and 
respons1bilrtJ.es, but also m terms of adaptlve capabihtles and cultural senstt.IVlty 
This proJect's worth 1~ m the world which rs gettlng smaller, and especially for those 
\ 
orgw.ISatlons who value therr human resources It IS not only valuable for executtves 
I 
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and ::nanage:nent sta...Ff of multmat:J.onals and t:ansnauonals, but also for people With a.11 
1J:(ernaLonal perspect1ve m thetr career to derrve an ms~ght mto theu mternat:Icnal 
omloo!c 
A new mtef:latJ.onal workforce can be tramed and developed from the grass roots level, 
a.11d can be accllmaused to the organ:satton Hence, the cruc1al factor lll tbs area 
wou~d be at the selection and recrurtrnent stage Once the selection rs made, the 
trrur..mg program can be developed accordmg to the requl!ements of the orgamsatmn 
A.s the orgamsab.on grows and crosses mternatwnal bOJ:ders, 'there may be a stage 
wl:e:J. the orgarusahon reqm.res Its employees to go mto different countr:es and alien 
cultures At tills stage the orgamsatwn has m eqmp the ass1gnees by 1mpa.rung the 
::~.ecessary t:a.mmg Spec1fic competencies reqU:red have to be 1dentcied for each 
as~agrnen'" An expatriate may be very successful m North Amenca, but can end up a 
d1smal failure m As1a. Hence me compe<ency and trammg requrrements a:-e vaneC. 
lt cas :o be r.oted that the global orgarusatmns are not new, they have been established 
:or decaces Hence they already have a workforce wluch has grown wttC. an mbm.lt 
corporate culture Though a set of new l::LternatloPal managers can be recrwted, 
tra.J.:ted and developed , 1t rs w1ser to research the organisation, IdentifY the 
cor::petenc1es ava.Uable and develop them or 1dennfy the competencies wbch the 
organ1sauon as a whole lacks, and impart the necessary trrurung to develop these 
competencies It 1S mterest.mg to note that some orgarusatJ.OnS prefer to recrmt a new 
EJ.temauonal manager for a fore1gn assignment. 
Tbs p:oject has tned to an.aiyse the process of trammg and developillg an mtematwnal 
enployee or expatnates An m~depth literature rev1ew and case study analys1s has 
been concl!.cted, as part of research 1:-tto various methods fo: tra.r.mg the mtematiOnal 
emplo) ee or expatnate A section has been devoted to emphas1se the trammg needs 
:or wo:nen 1:1tematmnal managers a.f'ld expatnates 
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Chapter 1 
The present situation in Training and Development of International staff - an 
overview 
Relauveiy ttttle attentiOn IS p81d to human development needs that anse dunng the 
evoluuon from a domesucally postured busmess to one thar anse from a rruly global 
perspecnve says Baumganen (1995). Most orgamsanons focus pnrna.~ly on 
technology transfer, orgarusanona1 structures, strateg1c control etc There have been 
strategic changes in many functional areas, but most orgarusauons manage their 
workforce rntemaoonally, as Jf the external envtromnent, technolog1es and the 
orgamsaaonal structure has not been chang-ed Adler (1986) remarks that many finns 
conduct their worldwide management of people as if ne1ther the mternal structure and 
orgarusatwn of the firm had changed. 
Today, orgamsa~ons' are bemg confronted w1tb mcreasmg global competitlon, the 
ardent need to market products worldw.td¢, mternatJ.onal mergers :nd acqUisrtions and 
new market opportumtJ.es It is poss1bie that any employee will be ass1gned to cross 
borders of rus nat.J.on and thus become an expatnate Thls type of an ass1gnment ts not 
only a heavy respons1b1hty, but also requtres adaptive capabrlltJ.es and cultural 
senSitlVlty. 
Cons1dering the sensib.VIty of such asstgnments, most compames are expected to send a 
well equ1pped workforce for such assrgnments However. very high estli'Tiates of the 
1 
percentage of failures have been found Accordmg to Baumgarten (1995), studies 
have shown that 16-50 percent of US expatnates fall on therr foreign ass1gnment 
(Baker and IvanceYlch, 1971, B.lack, 1988; Mendenhall et al, 1987 , Tung, i981), 
whlle the failure rates of European and Japanese expatriates are lower, as surveyed by 
Tung (1981). According to the surveys 59 percent of the European sample reported 
failure rates lower than 5 percent Return of the expatrmte to the home country before 
the successful completJ.on of tbe ass1gnment has been the fmlure cntena m these 
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srudJes, wluch means that rnese rates do not include expatnates who fail to perform 
sansfactof.ly, but have not been recalled 
Th..1s 2s mdeed a concerrung Situation and it JS evident that the success of inter.:IatJ.onal 
' I 
ass1gnments depends on ngorous trammg procedures Howeve:-, 1t 1s surpnsmg to 
'1ote tb.at 70 perser:.t of US expatnates and 90 percent of therr fam1hes are sePt abroad 
wnrout cross cultural trarnmg (Ba..!cer and Ivancevic~, 1971 , Biack and Mendenhall., 
1990; Lanier, 1979, Tung, 1981) Many orgarusauons do not prov1de any tra1r.mg at 
ail, and expec: the employee to adapr to the SituatiOn Yet o:her companres offer 
e:J.Vrronnental sununanes, some culture and language preparation, but concentrate 
more 0:1 technical competence says Lamer( 1979) Somet:unes, a very techrucally 
compete:::n expatnate may end as a fallure due to poor commurucatwn skills as well as 
Jack of culrural senSltlVIty 
It IS also Important to understand the fan:uly conumtments of an expatnate a..11d lf the 
partner I far.lllly IS travelling along with the expatnate on an assignment, it 1S a wlse 
declSlon to mclude the partner I family dunng the trammg process Accordmg to 
11endenha!l e~: al (1987), the mability of the partner to adapt to the fore1gn envrronment 
~ ' 
IS one, 1! not the most~ 1n1portant causes of expatnare failures In 80 percent of the 
cases when trammg lS provided ro a fare1gn ass.1.gnee, remarks Baumgarten (1995), the 
partners are not mcluded 
As can be gathered from the earher surveys, US firms have lugher failure rates than 
Japanese and European fmns One of the reasons could be that Japanese and 
E~opean firms offer more extens1ve trairung and are more mclmed towards retrurung 
:tJeople, a:1d bcJdmg a competent .intematwnal workforce Around 69 percent of 
Japanese and European comparues sponsor employees for traming programs to eqmp 
6e:n for foreign assignments, accordmg to studies conducted by Tung m 1982. 
However, m another study conducted by Baan E Van der m 1992, Uruvers1ty of 
' 
'Grrechdt [as c1ted in Hat--zmg and Ruysseveldt (1995)], on Dutch multmatJ.onal 
compa::ues, It was seen tbat only 25 percent of the asprra.llt expatnates received 
preparatory trammg, a..11d tlus too only before departure From the above stud1es u lS 
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clear that most orgarusatwns favour preparatory tratning only for expatrrates sent on 
assignments. The result of tlus attitude 1s that there will be a lack of an mtemational 
workforce, whlch can be transferred freely across borders. A.mong the st'Jclies 
conducted 1t was also found that most firms favour even the preparatory trammg only 
for expatriates s~nt on assignments outside Europe and the Uruted States, with an 
' 
exception on assignees to Eastern Europe wherem 40 percent of the orgamsatmns feel 
that preparatory trammg 1s needed for thls repon However, these studies are 
constrained by the fact that these are mostly applicable to the multmatmnals m the US, 
Europe, and Japan. ,whe:e the maJonty of the multmatiO:tals ongmated For tee 
multinatJ.onals who are spreadmg mto Asian countries, cross~cultural trammg a."1d 
language tranung 1s an nnperauve need to be successful 
Most of the Amencan) European, Japanese mulunatwnals who have established a 
pxesence m Asia have had one maJOr flaw m that they tend to create an :sland around 
themselves The expatnates are expected to adhere to the corporate culture, ar..d 
,. 
behave differently from the host country people. Tills does not reflect well on the 
orgarusatlon and ultrmately the expatriate has to do the real •batancmg ace. In most 
pases whether Ainerican, European or Japanese, the multina:Ionals seem to 1gnore the 
fact that trammg a..11d developmg an mternatwoal workforce which IS culturally 
'· eSensttlve and adaptable 1s a crucial factor for the success of the orga.rtisatwn m the long 
nm. There 1s also a widespread neglect m thrs regard 
Accordmg to the literature [Mendenhall and Oddou( 1985) , Tung (1981 ), Hogan and 
Goodson,(1990}], some of the causes for tlus :1eglect can be denved as many 
orgarusahons feel that trammg and development of an mternatwnal workforce 1s 
iiteffecuve, They feel that tlus mtemauonaJ expert1se can orly be acqmred through 
expenence and hence the board of managements in orgamsauons do :1ot favour cross-
QJ]tural trauung programs 
,On the other hand, srpce the expatnate IS chosen at a short not1ce, and is sent on a 
£oreign assigp.me
1
nt. the tune rs not sufficient for any trainmg Some of the assignments 
' ' ( 
are of temporary nature and not warrant huge budgets m trammg. However, rt IS 
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mteresLng to note that wb.Lle US multmanonals stress on thrs aspect, m Japan, :he 
need for preparation even for a short assignr:1e:1t, has been long recogrused 
Most mulnnatwnals 1gnore the fact that whtle techrucal competence 1s 1mportant for a 
successful :nternatlon?J. manager, relatronslup slalls and mtercultural competence are 
also equally cmcral for long term success In most orgamsations, the Human 
Resource depamnent also feels that !hey do not !::ave a database of tb.e employee 
competerce, to develop adequate trauung programs Tins is also a cruc1al factor m 
:ramwg ard development of an mternauona.l workforce. 
T:1ere 1s a lo:1g-standmg beltef that techrucal corr:.petence 1s the most cruc1al factor m 
E!l m'!:e:nanonal ass1gnment According to the s:Ud1es conducted by Tung 1981, the 
:r_am reasons for fmlure a..uong US expatnates ts t:J.e mab1hzy of the employee or P.lS 
pa."tner to adapt ~o the s1tuatwn There 1s also an assumptlon that an employee who 
has been a successful expal'l.a~e m New York will be equally compet1t1ve m Tokyo. 
hternatwnal staff cannot perform efficiently Without proper trammg and preparanon 
Tbls could be sununansed as a bnef sketch of the present day s1tuauon 
Accordmg to a study conducted by Kobnn (1984) , wlule there IS an mcreasmg 
dema.:J.d for mtemauonal expertise, there IS a decreasmg avatlability of m&viduals Wlth 
1 
such expe:rt!se In the past most managers have acq urred mternatlonal expertise 
·hrough foreign assignments However, from the late 1980s there 1s a need for people 
wnh a global understandmg Smce expenent.tal learnmg was and lS stJ.ll cons1dered 
advantageous, orgarusatwns have modelled their trammg processes on th!s concept 
wluc~ ca.T! be broken down mto four modes concrete expenence, reflecuve 
observatwn, abstract conceptuahsauon, active expe:-rmentatwn Punnet ( 1989) 
ren:arks that effecave trammg programs mcorporate opportumt1es to use all these 
lea.'Tilllg styles. 
A su~ey co!lducted by Rosahe A Tung m 1981 suggested that 32 percent of US based 
mulunat!onal orgamsauons had formab.sed trammg programs Among those who 
o:nmed trrurung programs were orgamsauons who employed local nationals (45 
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percent). Around 28 perceJlt of organisations orrutted trammg programs due to 
temporary nature of such ass1gnments and 20 percent doubted the effect.J.veness of such 
trammg programs, while 7 percent complained of lack of trme As compared to thls, 
57 percent of Japanese multu;atooals have formalised trarmng progra..-ns, but the others 
OIDJtted tram:ng programs due to lack of ume (63 percent) and due to doubt of 
effectiveness (37 percent) In contrast 69 percent of the West European firms had 
sponsored therr employees for tt.airung programs, while the rest oi11Itted trammg 
programs due to tetr;porary nature of asSignments (30 percent), Jack of nme {30 
percent), trend towards employment of local nationals (20 percent), and doubt of 
effectJ.veness of such trammg programs (20 percent). Among these firms who had 
trairung programs, the US and West Europeans tended to have ngorous trammg 
programs for CEOs and functwnal heads rather than trouble shooters and operattves, 
wini.e Japanese firms stressed on trammg for operanves As regards evabat.J.on 
systems, 32 percent of uS fliTilS, 26 percent of West European firms, 33 percent of 
Japanese firms adopted some fonn of evaluat10n process, m which tramee's subjec:tve 
evalua~on and supervisor's subject:ve evaluatJ.on was mcluded ( Sheth and Esgb 
1989) 
Training and develeoplnent of an mtematwnal workforce 1 
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Chapter2. 
Identification and analysis of training needs for an international workforce 
A proper trammg needs analys1s conststs of three mterrelated compor..ents · 
orgarusanonal analysJ.S, JOb/task analys1.s and persun analySIS, says Golstem ( 1986) 
Tb.e ana.Iys1s of the orgamsatwn studies the orgamsat10nal vanables and t.h.1s w1ll result 
m potential tram1:1g 11eeds The purpose of a trammg needs analysis IS to 1denufy a.r1d 
summanse the discrepancies between the eXJstmg performance levels of e!ilployees and 
the desired levels However, 1t must be noted that all competencres cannot be 
developed through traJ.mng Tbere may be flaws m the orgarusatiOn, the corporate 
culture, attitude and management 1tself, whlch reqmre a d1ffe:ent solutlon Analysmg 
the trrumng needs of an mternational workforce IS mdeed a complex exercJSe The 
trauung process 1s also complex. 
The JOb analysiS descnbes the JOb to be earned out by the target populat:on m 
behavwural terms, and s.pec~fies the tasks mvolved m ca.rrymg out t.'t!e JOb b the task 
ru:alySls, mformatJ.on 1s coilected regardmg the corr..petencies needea for effectiVely 
carrymg out t1e- vanous tasks As far as the expatnate IS concerned, a log~.caJ 
assumption can be made that certam tasks are to be carried out by all expatnates 
Her.ce rhe general competencies reqUired by ~e entire target populatwn can be 
identD.4.ed The situational va.11ables wluch affect spec1fic ass1gn.me.J.ts hlce the socio-
pohucal envrromnent of the host country may vary w1th each assignment. Hence the 
expatnate rr..ay requrre special competenc1es m a parttcular Situation, wl:uch ts not a 
general competency reqUired for the compleuon of every assignment 
It can be denved that the Job/task analySls of mternatronal managers can take place at 
t:.wo !eve.l.s. As a general rule, the general competencies needed for every 1:1ternat1onal 
:r...ar..ag~r should be analysed and potential t.rammg needs for the enttre occupational 
group ca.YJ. be compiled On the other hand, the Sltuatwnal vanables m1uencmg the 
tasf.:.s of a specifiC asslgnee must be taken mto consideration by the orgarusatiOn, 
specific competenc:es 1dentiSed, and trammg needs must be met 
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The figure below is an excerpt from Harzmg & Ruysseveldt (1995, p 211) givmg an 
outlme of the variables that mfluence the trammg needs of the 1:1rematwnal staff 
Orgaru.sational 
Vanables 
Job/task-related 
Vanables 
S1tuatwnal 
Vanables 
Analys1s of traimng needs 
(Fzgure 1) 
[Vanables that mfluence trainmg needs) 
Personal 
Anal.ysmg the trainmg needs of an mternatJ.onal workforce IS t::tdeed a comp.ex 
exercise, with the above vanables playmg their part . However, If tlus phase m the 
trammg cycle is earned out in a sensttJ.ve, sohd and log1cal mar-tller, comments 
Baumgarten (1995), the other tasks m the trruning cycle will rest on solid foundat10ns 
and Will be relanvely easy to perform 
In order to deterrrune the potential traming needs of an mternauonal employee, 1t IS 
essential to ident:fy the competencies required for mternanonal success These could 
be surnmansed mto a bwc 1deal profile, wluch ca.1. be used to bmld a traimng needs 
analysrs for specific assignees, This ideal profile also can be tested agamst the 
information gamed from an analysts of the orgamsauonal, JOb/:ask, snuational and 
personal vanables of the spec.1fic orgamsatwn, asSlgr.ment and assignee (Baumgarten 
(1995, ? 211). Based on tlus analysis, competenc1es could be added or deleted frorr.. 
the 1deal profile and the remammg competenc1es translated mto specific tnumng needs 
for the assignee in question. 
The literature survey :r;:eveals numerous su.'"Veys conducted to 1denufy the competencies 
required for mternabonal success A rev1ew of these reports brmgs to hgbt 
competencies hke sense of humour and sensitiveness Some of the competencies 
which were tden~ed' in most surveys were, cultural sensrt1v1ty, adaptab1hty, mltlatJ.ve, 
' I' • 
motJ.vauon, ematlonal stability and ability to handle responsLb:thty However. based on 
the geographical setting and functional speclahsauon, the responses also differ 
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Regardless of tl:ese factors, rnterestmgly enough, some of the competenc1eS like 
leadershlp, emooonal stabrhty, motJvat:JOn, were found rn most of the responses The 
competencies whlch d1fered. With functional speciahsauons like techrucal, commercral, 
general management were evidently technical skills, fleXIbility, cultural sensitiveness 
I 
and subordmare development skills A competency wlnch was regarded Important m 
countnes hke South A.menca was to demonstrate empathy. whereas stress 
ma..11agement was cons1dered a...'"l ilnportant competency m Afnca, and in Asia Cultural 
adzpoveness was consrdered a maJor competency m Asran countnes For today's 
.mernatlo:J.al manager the development of Pacrfic Run pose~ a great challenge, ~o 
mdeed cultural adaptab1hty should be considered a necessa.--y competency 
As can be seen from the above, there are general competencres and specxfic 
competenc1es reqmred for an mtematwnal ma.11ager Hence a thorough research of the 
compe:enc1es reqUl!'ed, .1dentrfymg and developmg these competencies as an 1deal 
p:oflle, checking these agamst the competencres present m a..r1 organisation and 
develoLJrr.g a c-SJ.nbg progra.7!1 based on tlus is very essentJ.al for developing 
mtematronal managers The spec1fic knowledge, attitude and skills wh.ch need to be 
developed, depends on the tram.mg requuements of the workforce Of md!VldUaJ Tills 
must be denved from the needs analys1s 
The next step 1s the translauon of t:rammg rec;mrements mto goals and objectives for 
the orgamsauon T2e mam. md1catars for J.memauonal success have been the degree of 
personal adJUS:.tnem, the degree of professiOnal effectlveness and the degree of 
1r..terpersonal adjustment and effecuveness Bnslm et al ( 1986) Accoramg to Connne 
Julius ( 1982) effective expatnates are people who can cope w1tb the Situation makmg 
successful adjustment to llvmg and workmg abroad, who can unde:stand the ways of 
the host nauon, but does not gi.Ve up tberr own standards and values They may 
l!l.COrporate some asp~cts of the new culttrre into therr tlunkmg, as part of the leanung 
process However, to cope effecttvely w1th the s1tuauons the exparnate needs to be 
-
able to apprecrate why things are done differently, even 1f they do not agree wnh them. 
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Hence traimng for an expamate may be termed more as 'cro~s-cul~ural' rathe:- than 
techrucal \Vl"'...tle domg the selectwn techrucal competence wt:l be part of the cntena, 
as spec1fic ass1gn.ments will be based on these competencres However, m general all 
mternational managers or expatriates do reqmre the cross-cultural trammg, wluch 
eqmps the mchv1dual to cope and adapt with the snuab.on As the world 1s commg 
closer, and as orgarusations are lookmg mto Asia wherein the cultures collide, tlus 
trammg becomes one of the most integral parts of the mtematior.a1 manager 
Wiseman and Shuter (1994) comments that multmatwnal orgarusatwns have to 
cons1der cultural diversity trammg to a much greater extent than ever before 
Accordmg toR DAlbert, Urnvers1ty of Mmnesota, MJnneapohs, even organ1satrons 
operatmg m one counLry have become diverse cultt1rally In every country in the 
world, there is an mcrease m dJvers1ty of the labour force For multmattonals, the cost 
of not havmg mtercultural training lS becommg very high Between 20-50 percent of 
personnel se:1t from the A.rnencan multma:J.Onals returned early (~endeni:'all et ru 
1987), and more than half of US multmatlonal corporatwns had fa.tlure rates of 10% 
and 20% On the other hand the Japanese and European mulunationals had a lesser 
failure rate. Cross cultural training is mdeed becorrung a challengmg aspect m trmrJng 
. ' ' 
an mtemauonal workforce. 
It IS .tmportant to understand that management m different cultures emphas1ses different 
values Wlule the Bntlsh culture IS obstinately anu-busmess and somewha': 
xenophobic, the Americans enJOY a tugh degree of professtonahsm and performartce 
related values 
' 
' l< In contrast the Japanese stress on human efficiency wrt_l) a st:ong 
emphasis on mentormg Tlus is also the case w1th the Germans However dose 
supervis10n rs accorded m a German context For an mtemauonal maiJ.ager and :he 
multmat10naltt IS mdeed a predtcamer.t to come :o terms wrth thls cultural maze The 
goal of cross~cultural trammg should therefore be to equ1p the tramees wnh 
knowledge, skills and attitudes wluch enable them to come mto terms w1th tlus cultural 
maze, make the necessary adJUStments, and be effecnve 
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Chapter3 
Training ~ethods for international workforce 
i\n overv1ew of the trammg optiOns avrulable has been broken up mto two parts by 
BaJmgarien (1995, p 214) lnstructr.onal strategies and specr5.c methods The 
u:s:rucuo:Jal strategies consist of sunulatwns, progranuned mstructwn, exposrtlve 
:nstrucuon. sensrt1v1ty trauung, behav10ur mod1ficau.on methods, field expenence and 
on-rhe-Job tra.J.rung, whlch can be used for trarnmg goals m general The specific 
methods compnse the methods smtable for traming mternatwnal staff 
\1./'nen the cross-cultural tratrung began , a purely cogmuve, mtellectual, mstrucuonal 
approach was taken, wherem mstructlonal strategy was expos1b.ve mstruction. 
However, by the 1960s a humane mfluence crept mto the tram.mg and the emphasiS 
sb.J.fted to the m&vldtral Presently tius trammg compnses of mfor:r:ano11al ard 
expenen:J.a1 approach~s 
Role P!avs 
The tramer creates an rrnagmary environment wherem the participants are asked to 
1magme t.i-Iemselves m SituatiOns Subsequently they are asked by :he tramer to enact 
the sJr.lulated roles J O'.ltcomes The feedback which follows the role play- g1ves an 
mstght mto the paructpant's ability to cope wtth the s1tuatmn Based on tills the 
partiCipants can modify themselves 
Case Studies 
Tills approach pwneered by the Hru:vard Busmess School assesses the problem analySis 
sb2ls of :he tranee, who 15 presented w1th a case and IS asked to detenrune possible 
course of actiOn~ or solutiOn for the problem presented rn the case Ttus analystS IS 
t 
furt.i-Ier discussed ill a group comext wherem the pa.Ttlcipants become awa:e of the 
aspec:s which they rmglJt have overlooked 
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Instructtonal games 
\Vh.rle m the earlier stages the games focused on bas1c busmess skills, today they focus 
on mterpersonaJ and commumcation skills which are essentials for an mtemauonal 
manage.:-. Usually, the games contam a compeuuon factor and a sunphfied 
representatiOn of a real hfe s1tuation 
Cultural Onentat!OP 
The trarnees are grven mfonnat:on about the cultural ms:J.tutmns, values systems of t~e 
host count.)' etc by rhe orgamsatiOn, thus prepanng them for cross-cultural encoumers. 
Dowlmg et al (1994) suggested that culmraJ tra.J.nmg seeks to foster an appreciatlO:::l of 
the host country's culture so that expatriates can behave accordlngly Accordmg to 
Balrga and Baker (1985) the expatnate shoutd rece1ve tra.IIung concentrated m the 
ass1gned regwns culture, rustory , polltl.cs, economy. rehgwn and soc1al business 
practices Harris (198 9) commeots that 1t is also nnportant to mclude fanuly mto the 
cultural training prog~ams. To substantiate tlus argu:ment, he said that the biggest 
problem for Arnencans overseas 1s not techrucal know-how, rather 1t lS some kmd of a 
farruly problem, 
Cultural assinulator 
Tills method wruch has been descnbed by Sheth & Esgh1 (1989) as a bnef eptsodes 
descn:bmg intercultural encounters, ]s a computer prog:-am or wntten matenal wluch 
aims at mcreasmg the tramees ability to see SJtuattons from the perspecttve of members 
of another culture The expected outcome is that tra.mees learn to make appropnate 
attnbutwns m a illfferent cultural environment b order to achieve tillS arm the 
assinlll.ator surnmanses cnucal mc1dents focussmg on key problems and chfferences 
Interactions between in6v1duals m two cultures followed by four reasonable 
alternative attnbutwns to their behavwur 1s explm..r1ed m the mc1dents However, only 
one of these IS correct from the host culture's vlewpomt The tramees have to make 
the choxce among the altemattves and are then g1ven feedback 
Acc"Ordmg to Hodgetts and Luthans (1994), the cultural asSliTlllator has become one of 
the most effectJ.ve approaches to cross-<:ultural tra.Imng They call 1t a "programmed 
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Iea.rning technique' that is designed to ex:pose members of one culture to some of the 
basic concepts, attitudes, role perceptions, customs, and values of another culture. 
t' 
The content of the assimilator is usually critical incidents which meets one of the 
following conditions , : an expatriate and host national interact situation, a situation 
w:PJch could puzzle the expatriate, a situation which can be accurately in~;erpreted if 
sufficient knowledge .about the culture is available. or a situation relevant to the 
ex.pa.triate' s task or m.lssion requirements. 
According to Fiedler et al (1975), these assimilators improve the effectiveness and 
saasfaction of those being trained as compared with other training methods. The 
validity and the cost benef:t analysis also provides positive feedback as regards !his 
training technique. This method is increasing in importance in training the international 
workforce as there seem to be an increasing influx of a multiculrural workforce, even 
in national orgam satior:.s. Ericsson Australia has around 40 nationalities working within 
Australia. Hence the international ma11ager has to cope with different cultures, 
j• ' 
nationalities as well as going into different countries and coping with the situational 
problems. Accordmg to Dowling et al (1994), many global coq)oratio:J.s employ 
spec:alists in cross-cultural training such as Moran in the United States , or the 
Farnham Castle m Britain {centre for international briefmg). These training prograrns 
enable t..he employee! spouse, and the chlld.ren to become more flexible and adaptive by 
obtaining new information and experiences. 
Lectures. Tutorials. Reading assignments. AudioNisua1 Presentations 
Tnese are various methods of transmission or disserrination of .!.nfonnation. \Nhile 
lectures offer one way transmission of information, tutorials are a two way 
participative learning process. In addition reading material on relevant topics are given 
:o the trainee for self education. On the other hand audio/visual presentations transmit 
L:Jformation which cannot be completely disseminated through lectures, oral 
presentations etc. 
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T- group 
In this method participants are expected to move away from their habitual roles and 
adapt to a new s!tuation, by developing creative, unexpected roles. These behavioural. 
changes are subsyquently studied by the co~participants. This method is also known as 
l . 
sensitivity training by.Sheth and Esghi (1989) in which the trainees develop attitudinal 
flexibility. 
Drill and practice. 
This metl?.od is frequently resorted to in the context of language training. Tl'-Js is an 
lntensive training process wherein practice and feedback are alternated frequently, so 
that undesired behaviour has no cha_rtce of establishing itself. 
Language Trainin.z 
There is a general recognition that English is the la_l']_guage of world business by many 
global corporations. However, language training is a seemingly obvious orientation 
' ' I 
needed for a successful and productive experience abroad and should form part of any 
long term management development program for global executives .... Pucik (1985) 
The ability to speak a foreign language can improve the expatriate's effectiveness and 
negotiating ability. According to Mendenhall anc Oddou (1985), willingness to 
communicate does not refer to level of fluency of foreign la.11guage but rather the 
expatriate's confidence and willingness to use the host culture's language. The shift to 
the global marketplace is forcing companies to come to terms with the demands of 
international business and one outcome has been a change in emphasis on employee 
language skills. Major US companies are givmg hiring preference to graduates Wlth 
foreign language skills and a similar trend is evident in the UK and in Australia. 
Modelling 
' ' As the word suggests: the underlying idea of tills method is that the trainees learn from 
a role model, who coUld be a peer or superior. This training could be on-the-job, by 
. observing the superiors or peers who are awarded for their specific behavioural 
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paterns~ It is assumed that the trainees will adopt the desirable behav10urs in due 
course~ 
Coaching 
Managers generally who can coach well model the correct behaviours on their own 
performance, assign challenging and specific roles to employees, and also provide the 
trainees with im.inediaie feedback. 
Mee::ings wirh !memational staff 
These meetings are usually set in an informal environment wherein valunble 
i::lformation is exchanged. As experiences are considered the best teachers in 
management, this mforrnation exchange could be very valuable for the trainees in therr 
grooming as international managers. 
Envi.::-onment briefings 
Inforro.ation is g1ven to the trainees regarding the geography, climate, bousmg and 
schools during these bnefings. This training is generally given prior to departure in 
many organisations. For any global orga11isation today, it is possible to impart this 
training for the rarget_ group, which would be an innovative, but in the long term, a 
practical strategy. Ti the organisation's focus is towards Asia, the above type of 
information could be very useful for the trainees to build their strategies, as well as 
familiarise themselves with the cultural values and orientations, and build themselves 
ro adapt to the various situational variables present in the environment. 
Field experience 
The trainees are assigned for a short period 11. Situations wherein they have to mteract 
with people whose lifestyle and values are different This provides the tramees with a 
bJI-ds eyeview on what to expect. It is also felt that the trainees can undergo some 
emotional stress of living and working witb people from a different subculDre~ 
In some organisations employees are sent on field trips wherein a previsit to the 
(;OUntry of assig~e~c is arranged. Ericsson Australia, sends the trainees to different 
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countries for short period of time, until they are confmned in their roles. From the:1 on 
they are assigned to various countries. for a long stretch. 
According to Blue and Haynes ( 1977), sending employees on a preliminary tnp to the 
host country is a very useful developmental technique. A well planned trip- overseas 
'for the candidate and the spouse provides a prevjew that allows than to assess their 
_suirabiliry for and interest h the assignment. The Ford Motor company provides a one 
week visit m a foreign location for both the employee and spouse, during which time 
the employee visits tpe Ford subsidiary to meet future colleagues and discuss job 
requirements. The Australian latex manufacturer Ansell International, offers a similar 
reconnoitre visit. when posting staff to its production plants in Southeast Asia. 
Dowling et al {1984) remarks that effective and comprehensive training programs can 
ease transition and help to develop productive expatriates. 
Job rotation 
In this system employees spend designated periods of time in different kinds of 
cultures, countries and business areas. This method is especially advantageous as the 
trainees develop an apprecLation for their role and its contribution to the o:ga.rnsation 
as a whole. This also develops the trainees adaptability, cultural sensitiveness and 
flexibility. 
Evans et aL (1989) suggests that in Philips, job rotation has been the heart of the 
philosophy of training and developing an international workforce. In this organisation 
employees are sent i'nto joint venture comparues w1th Philips. These assignments 
develop an appreciation for company cultures and practices different from the parent 
company. Transferring people in and out of these ventures contribute to the 
individuaPs professional growth. In short, Philips considers tr..is as on-tbe-job training 
~coupled wi!h a multiculmral experience, to be the best development tool for a global 
'workforce. 
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Some models of Training Programs 
According to Ph1ftak (1992), the cross cultural traming is the purpose of preparation of 
execu:ives and famili~s to interact and communicate effectively with other cultures. 
He has given four models in cross-cultural training. 
• Intellectual model 
This model consists of lectures and reading about the host country which provides 
factual knowledge about another culture. 
• Area simulation model 
which is a program tailored to the specific culture in which the executive and family 
win be immersed. Attempts are made to re~create a variety of situations which the 
par.icipams are likely to face in the foreign culture. 
• Self awareness model 
Sensitivity training is the main ingredient in this method. 
• Culture awareness model 
This technique ass11mes that for an individual to function successfully in another 
culture, he or she must first learn universal principles of behaviour that exist across 
cultures. This program aims at making participants aware of the influence of culture 
on lli"l individuai and how participants differ from the peoples of other countries 
' because of cultural differences. The focus of this program is on improving 
pa..rticipants' ability to recognise cultural influences i.TJ. personal values, behaviours and 
cognitions. This enhances the skill of intercultural communication. 
Rosalie Tung (1981) divided training programs into five categories namely, area 
studies programs that include environmental briefing and cultura! orientation, culture 
. . 
assunilators, language training, sensitivity training and field experiences. She argued 
that each of these training programs focus on a different kind of learning process and 
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the program selected depends on the type of the job, the country of assigiLrnent and the 
time available fo: training. 
While these are the many options in training the international staff, the options for 
training usually depends on the organ.isation. Al.so the organisation has to be aware 
that all the competencies cannot be obtained in training. While th-e d..rill and practice 
'1 
method is suited .for basic language skills before the expatriation, time and experience 
is required in adapting to situations. It is not yet known f:o~ the research, what 
methods are mos[ effective and there are r:.o clear guidehnes as to the relative 
effectiveness of the various training methods. 
Normally a combination of these methods or a d:oice between these methods can be 
used as training options depending on the training goals. As was analysed in the 
previous paragraphs the training goals are the result of the training necessities. \\Thile 
choosing the training methods, the variables affecting the training needs may be 
cons1dered as an important source of information. 
The approaches :i:o training methods are usually based on situational variables which 
are imponant factors in international training. However. it has to be recognised that al! 
foreign situations are' not the same. Certain cultural values enable people to adapt 
smoothly, while in some regions some employees are more effective ti'lan in other 
regions. The Singaporean may be able adapt, live and work well in Hongkong but, 
from experience it is known that Australians do not adapt easily to L~e American 
culture. ln a study conducted by Torbiorn (1982), it was found t.'fJ.at Scandinavians fir1d 
lt very difficult to adapt and live in Africa, Middle East and Far East, while they could 
adapt weU into t~e American and Australian culture. 
On the other hand the tasks to be accomplished by the international staff also are 
~ ( 
varied. While some jobs. mainly the technical category, require very low degree of 
interaction with tp.e host country nationals, other assignments do require a high degree 
of interpersonal skills) and interaction with the host country people. If a manager :S 
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assigned to a particular country to develop a subsidiary for the organisation, it involves 
extensive interaction with rhe host country nationals. 
Tung (1982) presented a contingency framework [as cited in Haning and Russyveldt, 
1995] for choosing t,he appropriate cross-cultural training m~tho~ and its level of 
1igour, using the two factors ie. similarity between the host and home culture, and 
degree of mtera<;:tion ~equlred in the host culture. She argued thar where the required 
degree of interaction is lower, the si.rr>Jlar:ity between the host culture and home culture 
is greater, the training shouLd focus more on task and job related issues and. not culture 
relatec issues and level of rigour should be lower. However this framework does r..ot 
give an indepth a.r"Jalysis of the relative vigour of the various available n1etbods. 
Tb.ere 1s also an argument by Black and Mendenhall (1991) That a sounder basis for 
choosing the appropriate training method could be found in Social Learning theory. 
According to Bandura (1977) learning takes place in two ways ie firstly through the 
effect of reinforcement of behaviour (appropriate behaviour is rewarded and 
inappropriate behaviour punished), and secondly through imitation or modelling the 
behaviour of ot.hers. ·- She says that there are also two w..ain fonns of modelling, 
symbolic and pa:.11cipative. 
In symbolic modelling the trainee watches the role model and reheru-ses mentally. 
There are also two types in symbolic modelling ~ verbal wherein the trainees hear or 
read about the behaviour, observes the behaviour in their mind, observational wherein 
the tramees actually sees the behaviour being modelled. In participative modelling, the 
tra!nee actually practises the modelled behaviour. 
As m the case of symbolic modelling, participative modelling also ha.s two types -
verbal wherein the trainees participate in the modelling by describing what they would 
do i.'1 the simJlar 'situation and behavioural - wherein the trainee~ participate physi.cally 
in [he modelling process.( Harzing and Russyveldt ,1995, p.218). 
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Within the framework of social learning theory rigour js defmed as the trainee's 
cognitive involvement Recognising that various forms of mode!lmg requires different 
levels of cognitive involvement, the various training methods were classified as to their 
relative rigour by Black and Mendenhall ( 1991) as depicted in the following figure 
(figure 2). 
high 
Low 
Experiential 
Simulations 
Field trips 
Role Plays 
Interactive lar.guage training 
Training Methods Analytical 
Sensitivity training 
Cuiture assimilators 
Case studies 
Classroom language traimng 
Ftlms 
Factual 
Books 
lectures 
Area briefings 
+---------Modelling process 
Verbal 
Sy:nbolic 
Observational 
(Figure 2) 
Verbal 
Participative 
Behaviour a] 
£Training methods, modelling process and relative rigour] 
Since all the international assignments are not the same, expatriate training is likely to 
vary. Tung (1989), argued that tbe two determining factors for a framework of 
contingency training approach were the degree of interaction required in the host 
:culture and the similarity between the l...rtdividual's native culture and the new culture. 
The related training elements involved the content of the training and the rig our of the 
.~g. She argued that if the expected interaction between the individual and 
.members of the host culmre was low and the degree of dissimilarity between the 
•' 
' -
:individual's native culture and the host culture is low, then the content of the training 
' 
''should focus on task and job- related issues rather than culture-related issues, and the 
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ie"Vel of rigour necessary for effective training should be relatively low. If there is a 
bgh level of exp~cted interaction with host nationals and a large dissimilarity between 
the culmres, then L~e content of the training should focus on the new culture and on 
c:oss-cultt.:.ral skill development as well as on the new task and the level of ngour for 
such taining should be moderately high. The model developed Tung helps the user w 
de(ewine w~en EO emphasise culture learning along wtth sldll development and task 
issues, but it does not help the us-er to determine the specific trainmg methods ro use or 
what might constitute more or less rigorous training. 
A more recent !D-Ode1 presented by Mendenhall, Dunbar and Oddou (as cited in 
Dowling et al, 1994) in some ways moves beyo::td Tung's model and provides more 
specific guidelines. While acknowledging 6e importance of degree of expected 
i:J.teraction and smlila..rity between L}J.e native and host cultures in detennining the cross-
c':11tura\ training method, they proposed the addition of three key elements related to 
::raining; low, mediuri'I, and high levels of training rigour, training methods, duration of 
the rraming relative to degree of interaction and culture novelty. The representation is 
give::. i:l the figure 3. 
According to Uis model, if the expected interaction is low and t.l-Ie degree of simila..r:ity 
between the individuals native culture and the host culture is high, the length of the 
Q""dning should be probably be Jess than a week a.'ld methods such as area or cultural 
briefings via lectures, movies, or books would provide the appropriate level of training 
ngour. 
On the other hal.d, if the individual is going overseas for a period of two w twelve 
T-ombs a..11d is expected to have some interaction with members of the host culture, the 
level of training rigou'r should be higher and its length longer (one to four weeks), 
In addition to the mformation giving approaches, training methods such as culture 
assi:nilators and role plays may be appropriate. This method provides a grouping of 
specific methods by level of rigour and also discusses the duration of tra.mmg re~ative 
to [he criteria o: imeraction and culture similarity. 
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Len_&tl!_ of 
Training 
CROSS CULTURAL TRAINlNG APPROACH 
I -2 months 
1-4 weeks 
less than 
a week 
HIGH 
LEVEL OF 
RIGOUR 
LOW 
IMMERSION APPROACH 
Assessment Center 
Field Experiences : 
Simulations / 
Sensitivity Training : 
Extensive Language trair¢Jg 
AFFECTIVE APPROACH :' 
Culture Assimilator Tr~ng 
Language Training : 
Role·.Playing : 
Critical Incidents / 
Cases / 
Stress Reductiqri Training 
Moderate La!J.guage Training 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
INFOR..\fATION·'GTVING APPROACH 
.· . 
. 
Area Briefin~s 
Cultural Bneflngs 
Films anc} 'Books 
Use of ;futerpreters 
usurywal Level" Language Training 
. 
. 
. ,. ,... ..... , 'L I. ,...,.,.. 
Length 
of stay 
DEGREEOF~RACTION 
1 month 
or less 
(Figure 3) 
2~12 
months 
1 -3 
years 
[The Meluienhall~ Dunbar, and Oddou Cross .. Cultural Training Model 1 
(source: Dowling et al, 1994) 
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Chapter4 
International workforce. Orientations in selection, recruitment and training 
Global corporations, multinationals and top level management in companies that are 
expanding internationally subscribe to a variety of approaches in their international 
staffing. The following paragraphs explore these various approaches namely 
Ethnocentric, Polycentric, Geocentric, Regiocentric and adhoc approaches. The 
rationale behind this research is to identify the psychology behind these approaches and 
ultimately how these reflect on the training and development of the international 
cohort. 
Mendenhall and Oddou claim (as cited in Dowling et al, 1994) that a multidimensional 
approach lS importa.Tit in the successful selection of expatriates and. considering that 
the expatriate acculturation is a multidimensional process, the MNCs should shi..ft their 
focus from the present one-dimensional technical competence criteria. They propose a 
four dimensional approach including the self-oriented dimension , other oriented 
dimension, the perceptual dimension) the cultural toughness dh-nension (a mediating 
va.riable which recogriises that acculturation is affected by the degree to which the 
culture of the host country is incongruent with that of the home country). While for 
assessing perceptual c'limension an others orientation psychologi~al t~sts are used. for 
detecting the toughness of culture dimension comparison of simllarities among cultural 
backgrounds are used. 
Ducng the early stages of in.ternationalisation, the ethnocentric approach ( also called 
the colonial approach by Torrington 1994) is followed, wherein all the Parent country 
nationals are recruited to all the key positions. This provides common managerial and 
technical expertise from people of similar experience, as well as close links and tight 
control from headquarters. 
The assumption unde~g this approach is that there is dearth of qualified people in 
the host countries. The compatibility of Parent-country nationals and Host country 
Nationals becomes ?11 issue here because the expatriates develop a superiority 
! • 
complex, thereby becoming insensitive to host country issues. Aceording to Bartol et 
al (1995), this ethnocentric orientation is an approach to international management 
where executives assume that practices which work in the headquarters or home 
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counLry will work elsewhere. The income gaps between them also needs considerable 
justification. Hence thot:gh this selection process is being resorted to in many 
organisations, it cannot be an approach aimed at developing international managers in 
the long term. 
The polycentric ·approach (or the protectorates approach - Torrington 1994) takes 
.., 
another dimension. The polycentric (or home-country) orientation is an approach to 
international management where executives view bast-country cultures and foreigners 
' 
as difficult to understand and believe that the parts of the organisation located in a 
given host-country should be staffed by local individuals to the fullest extent. (Bartol 
et al, 1995). Here the Host counLry nationals are recruited to manage the subsidiaries 
in their coumries, while the corporate headquarters positions are occup1ed by the 
Parent country nationals. This eliminates expatriate issues, is less expe:IS.ive and also 
gives continuity to the management of foreign subsidiaries. As the key position is 
occupied by an Host country national, the multinational corporation gets a low proflle 
as a safeguard m sensitive political situations. 
However, in this case tj_e major difficulty is bridging the gap between corporate 
I 
headquarters anq the subsidiaries as regards culture, language bar:Tiers, differences. 
' 
The organisation is exposed to the threat of becoming a federation of independent 
units. There is also limitation on the career path of Host country nationals as they are 
:nat exposed to oppofU!nities to gain experience outside their own country. On the 
' . 
:other hand the Parent country nationals too have limited opportunity to gain overseas 
~experience, resulting in lack of resource allocation skills betv~een subs1dtaries, in the 
:c;orporate strategic planning. This approach again is not conduc1ve to the growth and 
:~velopment of international managers. A centralised trainmg program can be 
:~parted via the electronic links, but this does not provide the employee with the real 
#fe exposure of living and working in a different country. 
~against these two approaches, the geocentric (or world) orientation {or the federal 
~h' ~ ' 
_. ;- .... ' i~p;r.oach as suggested by Torrington, 1994) envisages to seek out the best people for 
/-:_._. , I jp.e positions thioughout the organisation, rega!dless of nationality. This enables a 
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global executive development and reduces the national identification of managers. 
However, this approach is quite expensive as it requires a standardisation of basic pay, 
involves high level of training and relocation costs, extensive documentation. Most of 
~e western companies require extensive documentation, which requires more tir:1e as 
:ar as the host countries are concerned. The longer lead times and centralised cor.trol 
which is required in tills approach, reduces the independer:ce of the subsidiaries, which 
may resdt in resistance. According to Bartol et al (1995), this approach is mos[ 
.. 
d!f:ficuit to achi~ve b~cause it requires managers to acquire ?oth local and global 
knowledge. A geocentric multinational seeks to integrate diverse regions of the world 
l ' 
:hrough a global approach w decision making. i\ssignments are made based on 
qualifications and all subsic.iary managers throughout the structure are regarded equal 
w those of headquarters. According to Hodgetts and Lutbans (1994), IBM is an 
excellent example of a fum attempting to use this approach. 
According to Phatak (1992), t~e feasibility of implementing the geocentric policy is 
based on sooe related assumptions such as 
• highly competent employees are available not only at headquarters, but also ;n 
subsidiaries, 
• international experience is a condition for success in top positions, 
• ma.11agers with high potentta.l and ambition for promotion are constantly ready to be 
transferred from one country to another, 
l' 
• competent and mobile managers have an open disposition artd high adaptability to 
different conditions m their various assignments, 
• those not :,Iessed initially w:th a.'l open disposition and high adaptability can acquire 
rhese qualiti~s as their experience abroad accumulates. 
He remarks that these assumptions hold true in varying degrees, depending on a 
compa.11y's particular circumstances. 
Most global finns manage their workforce in a centralised manner using corporate 
:;JOlicies which are relatively specific and influential. The geocentric or federal 
approach is relevan~ in these cases. International ttansfers are used for management 
development and socialisation to foster commitment to the organisation. This 
>, 
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corporate culture has reflected successfully in multinational corporations like IBM or 
Hew lett-Packard . 
_As compared to these approaches, the mixed policy or a regiocentric approach adopts 
' 
;a mixed policy as regards executive nationality, which varies with the nature of the 
business and product strategies. The organisatior.s could create regior..s like the 
1
:Americas, European and Asia-Pacific and transfers to Asia-Pacific from European 
;region would be rare ( Dowling, 1994). However it is a serious dilemma if 
,. 
~J?lassification on the basis of regions are possible or not as today no country can really 
~ ,. { .. 
bQast of an even national culture. Though similar, each country bas its own ethnic sub-
·~, 
:~tures, regional issues etc which cannot be classified as national and into a regional 
,, 
'iia;tabase. Today branding a region as Asia-Pacific may not be really possible as 
~~tions are becoming. more and more individualistic. India and. China, though part of 
~Ma do not ha~e cultural compatibility. The regiocentric approach also limits the 
(/' ? 
':~ntrol to specific regions of the world. Tills approach though successful relatively, 
i;~y have to be reviewed, especially in trainmg an international workforce. Hence a 
~ng program based on regional classification is not really a feasible one, to C.evelop 
_,..,1 
l~t~ationai managers. 
:.::--~; 
~) ,.. 
~y"- ,.. (;; 
"j'l,..~, 
~exe are also adhoc approaches used by :MNCs, which is a policy by default, wherein 
-:'':,!~ 
~~ is no conscious decision or evaluation of appropriate policies. The policy is 
~ns~dered an automatic extension of the domestic policy. Dowling et a1 (1994) terms 
~t~< 
lW'S'policy as a result of corporate inertia, inexperience, or both. This policy results in 
~2,"1~, -. 
~ve rather tfian proactive responses. U!ti.TD.ately, there is no consistent strategy tO 
~:~',> r • ~jnto the strat~gic 'training area. This approach has been used due to short term 
{~\~};/ > I t 
r~gtiments, basically technical in nature in many global companies. However, the role 
1!!;))':•h ~ . 
~~gin t.iese situations is very low. Though a technical person may have worked 
~*~~ ~ ;j~ous environments and countries, he or she cannot be classified as internationally 
~t*-~-::. :;.I 
li#petent. 
,1-
ijlecnon tests, personality and psychological, have been resorted to m recrmtmg 
~;~0~:;; h ~ 
mtefuational staff in many multinationals. However, Willis ( 1984) comments that these 
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tests should. be selected with care for reliability and validity. Whlle some tests may be 
useful in suggesting po(ential problems, a review of a number of studies indicates little 
. ,· 
co-relation between t:ie test scores and performance (as cited i..11 Dowling et al 1994). 
There is also a . controversial issue regarding: psychological tests in countries like 
Australia Overall, it can be gathered that whlle some lvfril"Cs use the paper and pencil 
' 
approach (Nank.ervis & Compton, 1994), others send the entire family of a prospective 
expatriate to an overseas location ' to live like the locals'. These M:NCs feel that this 
testing time is a worthwhile expense, as compared to the costs of expatriate failure. 
Analysing the above, it can be substantiated teat ll-J.e Geocentric approach has been 
favoured especially in Multinationals who are aiming at a globalisation or are global 
corporations. It can be rightly said that all these approaches put a different type of 
tra!ning demand on the organisation. It may also be noted that the training programs 
also reflect these approaches. According to Hodgetts and Luthans (1994), if the head 
~ . 
of t~e foreign subsidiary is highly ethnocentric, new managerS with intercultural 
'• 
:raining are hkely to find little reward or reinforcement for using their ideas. 
The reasons for training programs could also be classified into two groups -
orga.?J.isational and personal; says Hodgetts and Luthans (I 994 ). According to them 
some of the organisational reasons are to overcome ethnocentrism prevalent in most 
multinationals, to improve the communication between the international subsidiaries. 
Training carl help employees to underSta.11.d the values and customs of ot:ler countries 
so that when they are expatriated, they have a better understanding. Among the 
personal reasons. rhe major one is to improve the employee's ability to interact 
effectively with other cultures. With training the overall ma.TJ.agement style improves 
' 
and the research. has ~ubstantially proved thls aspect. The specific training approach 
nusr reflect bot!"! the industrial and cultural environment. Today we are living in a 
r ' 
globa.lised world, and hence it must be understood that there are no real ·nght ways'. 
An employee trained in US may fmd that the training is of no use in Japan. Hence 
training programs sho~d always maintain the right balance. 
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ChapterS 
Expatriation I Repatriation and Training programs 
Torrington (1994) notes the difference between international managers who pass 
through foreign ;bou~tries and expatriates who go tmd live ui them. Therefore he 
recomn::.ended that the organisations need to manage the process thoroughly, before 
' ' they go, whlle m:ey are away and crucially when they come back. 
While Lindberg (199'1) remarks that most of t."le Japanese mu~tinationals tend to 
provide their personnel with a common training and development program, Hodgerrs 
and Luthans ( 1994) comments that most training programs are genenc or standardised. 
Basic behaviour oriented concepts such as communication, motivation, and leadership 
often are taught initially with a generic prog..ram a..rrd then a tailor-made program is 
created so that the training becomes country or region specific. The tailor made 
programs address the specific competencies required for the expatriate. Usually these 
are aimed at a target\ group. Input for these training programs are obtained from 
managers who are w~xking or have worked in the country to which t..1e participants 
will be sent, or f~om the local managers and personnel who are citizens of that country. 
' ' 
These programs are so designed to provide a new set of fine-tuned skills for a new 
::,ulture. 
Most of the time these training programs are conducted before the employees leave for 
their fore1gn assignment. However, there are also post departure training programs 
conducted on site~ Hogan and Goodson (1990), suggests that these often take the 
form of systematically familiarising the individual with the country through such steps 
as meeting with the government offteials, community members, becoming acquainted 
with employees ofthe organisation, learning the host country national's work meth-ods, 
problems, and expectations, and taking on-site language training. 
~ ' 
·qne of the examples cited in Hodgetts and Luthans ( 1994) 1s the Underv.r:riters 
Laboratories Inc, wlllch has developed an in-house training program for professional 
1 
.Inembers of its staff who travel to Japan, to work with their clients. The program 
~volves around a series of minilectures that cover topics ranging from how to handle 
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introductions to the proper way to exchange gifts to the correct way of interpreting 
Japanese soc1al and biJSiness behaviour. This two day training program consist of 
lectures, case studies, role plays, language practice, and a short test of cultural 
terminology; and concludes with a 90 minute question and answer session. At the end 
of the program the· employees have a fundamental understanding of how to 
coiP-'-nunicate with t..'le Japanese a.11d more importantly they know the types of 
i~onnati.on tbey lack and how to go about learning more about becoming more 
• l] • ~ 
effective intercultural communicators. 
' . 
The following table shows the frequency and diversity of approaches taken by 
multinational companies in prepa..'iog the managers for international pasting. 
Preparing managers for international postings 
A..rranging for managers w visit the host country 
Language training for managers 
Bnefing by host-country managers. 
In-:Couse genera! management course 
Cross-cultural training for managers 
\ 
Cross-cultural training for family 
General mar.agement course at business school 
Lan.guage trainmg for farrrlly 
Training in negotiating with business norms of host country 
79 
73 
67 
44 
42 
38 
29 
23 
17 
Source: K Barham and M Devine} ((Tite Quest fo-r the International Manager: A survey of Global 
human resource strategies," tlze Economist Intelligence Unit, London, Specia{ Report No.2098 
(1990), p 33. [as cited in Dowling et a1 (1994)] 
(Table I) 
[ Preparing managers for international postings J 
Some of [he major expatriate failures can be attnbuted to the inability of the spouse to 
adjust Hence, family is indeed beco.ming an important criteria ~ expatriation. Some 
of the issues which affect the mobility are disruption of children's education and care 
of aged parer:.rs. 
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Jnteractio.u between the new expatriate family and other established expatriate families 
as well as local employee families in the host country. should be encouraged. These 
. encounters may facilitate tbe exchange of information, adaptation and serve to build a 
stable network of relationships. If fluency in the host country language 1s 1mportant for 
successful adaptation, there should be further training m la..rtguage, after the 
expatriation. Orientation training programs and local language programs are some 
important aspects in expatriate training. 
To some extent organisations today are sifting out these family problems during the 
selection procedure. According to Hollinshead and Leat ( 1995), a number of 
multinationals are stressing the need to attract young employees, who are seen as being 
adaptable and who do not have restrictions placed on mobility through family 
Co111II"itments. However, this cannm be a considered a reasonable solution. 
According to Pbatak (1992), once the selection js made for the imemat1onal 
assignment, it is in the best interests of the company to ensure that this person and 
family is prepared to handle the assignment effectively. This goal may be achieved by a 
• well planned pre-departure training program. He recommends a phase one training 
,program for the international employee including the study and discussion of the 
,_elements like 
• characteristics of the economy, 
~' political structure, 
' ~• political stability, 
• legal environment of the host country, 
' 
• relationship between the subsidiary and the rest of the company, ie, the extent to 
wb.ich the subsidiary's operations are interlocked with the operations of other 
' / 
'Subsidiaries and of the parent company, 
• , the economic and political aspiratio=ts of the host country as reflected in the 
' 
, government policies and what it expects of the subsidiary in areas such as creation 
~ ' ~ of more jobs, exports and development of local resources, 
J 
'?· 
'• , management practices peculiar to the host country(for example, the practice of 
-:;/,.. 
. permanent employment and consensual decision making in Japan), 
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~ a comprehensive job description that specifies the authonty, responsibilities, duties 
and task of the employee's position in the foreign subsidiary and 
• th.e overall oojectives and goals the expatriate is expected to achieve. 
b the phase two of the training program as per Phatak (1992), the fawily should be 
included, wJ"lJch facUitates the adaptation of the employee to the foreign environment 
quickly and effectively. To achieve an optimum achievemem of this goal PhaJ:ak 
recommends that the training should include the elements of la.11guage training, a:-ea 
s:udy and cross-cultural training. He considers that language training ls a must for the 
executive and family, as this training provides them with a.ll elementary knowledge of 
vocabulary so that they can communicate with other on anival in the host country. 
The area study gives an insight into the host country's culture, politics, climate, food, 
currency, geography and attitude to foreigners. The cross-cultural training prepares 
the international emp~oyees and families to communicate and imeract effectively h1. 
other cultures. This training could be imparted through the four models explained in 
the training methods '(chapter 3). Phatak (1992) also recommends the model of 
Mendenhall, Dunbar a..11d Oddou (figure3, page 23) for cross-cultural training. He 
s::ggests that if a foreign assignment involves a great deal of interaction with the local 
communiry and if great differences exist between the home and host cult:1res, the 
employee should be subjected to as many cross~cultt.ral training programs as possible 
in adCition to language training and area studies. However, only area study may be 
sufficient if the contaCt with the local community is low ( for exampie, troubleshooter; 
a."ld minimal cultural differences exist between the home and host countries (for eg. 
l!SA and Canada). Between these two extremes mere exist situations involving 
' degrees of cultuial differer..ces which needs to be sufficiently addressed by the training 
p:ograms. 
Baumgarten (1995) remarks thar training and development should be a pmcess and nm 
an event. The first phase of training should begin after selection wbich focuses on the 
' 
abilities required for an international career and the second phase of training, which is 
the highlight of th1s chapter should take place a.i;er the country of expatriation has been 
dec1ded. b this p!Jase the focus should be on strengthening all required competencies 
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for the fulfilinent of the ass1gnment More rigorous training methods should be applied 
besides coaching; and modelling should be applied in this phase. The employee should 
be trained on specific· skills needed for his assignment and the n~essary knowledge of 
specific cultural issues in the host country. logistical information and business practices 
and procedures should then be impatted. According to Adler and Ghadar (1990), 
ongoing training: and 'development throughout an employee's career would typically 
take place in global or' transnational companies. 
Repatriation 
The training process does not end with the expatriate training. There is an increasing 
concern about the reently of expatriates into their home count:)'. The expatriates have 
an increasing level of anxiety as regards their position back at home, adjusting back in 
the home office; and ihey suffer also from a sense of lost status as the autonomy of 
working is lost.' Abroad an executive may be a prominent member in the local 
community, but tiack home he or she is jusr another executive. ' 
.. l ~ I 
A specialist repatriated to his or her own home base, may find that the product line of 
specialisation may have become obsolete. Hence it is crucial to maintain networks, 
-constantly conduct training, upgrade knowledge, which falls within the purview of the 
.training division. The training process can help i.11 preparation of repatriation, transition 
~d readjustment process of the employee and make sure that there is channelling of 
-,the expatriate skills in a meaningful manner after repatnation 
;I'raining (coaching!) can play an important role during the re-entry, focusing in the flrst 
'place on personal re-entry 1.'1 the form of borh practical support (housing, schooJing; 
etc.) and counselling which addresses the natural shock associated with re-enLry and 
~~eneed to re-define personal roles (partner's re-entry, new 'old' social system). On 
- . ' . 
:Jhecther hand training can play an important role in validating the expatriate's foreign 
,, 
_:~xperience. Aq::ording to Baumgarten ( 1995), on one hand the home country 
,- . 
;managers may need training in order to be able to recognise and utilise the foreign 
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expenence of their returning expatriates; on the other hand, the returnees themselves 
may be greatly aided by debriefing and re-entry trainiog sessions. 
From the above, it can be understood that training and development plays an important 
' 
role .L1. the internatio_nal deployment of staff. Training pLays an important role in 
' 
preparing the international employee for the foreign career, repatriating and also during 
the intecnedlary phase of the assignments itself suc:!:l as orientation tr-cinb.g, 
familia.."isation with the environment, etc and also through coaching by superiors and 
colleagues on site . 
. An ideal deployment cycle as excerpted from Harzing and Ruysseveldt ( 1995, IJ.227) 
ts given belo""' 
Selection & training 
for an international 
~c-Q __ ee_r~-----------~f 
I SelectioPJtraining 
I for specifc assign..rnent 
.. 
. ·· 
1 Position in the 
home country 
Return 
.. -_ .. ·-j 
.-···· '-· ------
Assignment: 
arrival orientation 
overseas support and 
moniwring 
(Figure 4) 
Re-~ntry training 
and support 
[ The ideal Deployment Cycle ] 
It is very clear that . this 'ideal cycle' can only be achieved if the organisation is 
' ' 
committed to supporting t..iJ.e international employees throughout their deployment 
drrough training and support activities, fitting into the broad development plan. Thus 
~ 
i: can be derived that training and development of international staff must be viewed i.t1 
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the light of the complete deployment cycle, and will be most effective when linked to 
systematic career development plans. 
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Chapter 6 
Women in the international workforce and training 
According to Adler 1994, a number of multinationals have accepted the reality that 
wome:1 !T'..anagers are mdeed perfonrJng successf.Il!y and have capitalised on this fact. 
She comments that very different pictures emerge, when the domestic workforce lS 
compared with Ehe international workforce in terms of the patterns of women's 
pa...-ticipation over the Iast decade. Fischer (1992) has rightly remarked that the best 
reason for believing that more women will be in charge before long is that i..'l a 
ferociot:sly competitive global economy, no company can afford to waste brainpower 
sir.--:1ply because it's wearing a skirt. 
It can be gathered from the above conunents that women international managers are 
indeed becoming a visible phenomenon. Shenkar (1995) comments that women 
rr:anagers have becorile increasingly visible in many countries where societal forces 
during recent decades resul~:ed in more women entering managerial positions. 
TI:ere are various myt.l":ts attached to selecting women as an international empioyee 
such as, women do not want international careers, foreigners are prejudiced agai:lst 
women, which renders them ineffective, organisations do not want to develop and 
deploy women as managers. A study conducted by Adler in 1986 (as cited in SherLkar 
l99j), revealed that females are equally interested in international careers as males. 
Alt":!ough &.ere may have been a difference in the past, women and men today are 
equaliy interested i..11 international :w..anagement. The myth that organisations do not 
want to develop or deploy women international managers is indeed true. This attitude 
is partJy due to the concern about the women's safety issues, d;.zal career issues and 
many orgruisations believe that foreigners are prejudiced against women. 
However this myth of prejudice may not hold true. In fact there are several advantages 
for women in i.nternat:onal mar.agement, as they are bg.ruy visible, put people at ease, 
and are good with their interpersonal skills. Even in countries like Korea and Japan, 
people are reore at ease with women contrary to the belief that these countnes are 
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prejudiced against women, because traditionalLy women are better in convincing men, 
and the male does not get threatened. Women usually adapt faster into different 
environments culturally. 
In an interview with a Singaporean women manager, the importance of cross-culturai 
treining was emphasised. She narrated an incident wberei..ll she had to head a 
delegation to Korea, for negotiations as she worked for t:he Development Bank of 
Singapore. Her name did not emphasise rhe fact that she was a women and in 
Singapore this was not an issue. However, when she landed in Korea, the people who 
came to receive at the auport, got a shock. They did not expect a woman to be 
heading the delegation. Soon she realised that a woman in the business circle is almost 
a non-existent situation in Korea. In order to make the negotiation process successful, 
she then had to get the help of her male colleague, the branch manager in Seoul. The 
image was proje~ted 'in such a way that he was heading the negotiation process, and 
t,he proceeding went on smoothly. This incident made her wiser. However, she 
! ' 
remarked that if her organisation had cross-cultural training or sensitivity training 
programs, the above prob!em could have been avoided. In this case she was put into 
an embarrassing situation and a temporary state of flux. 
-J;n yet another case an Australian woman manager emphasised this cultural sensitivity 
'training aspect, especially when going into Asia. She was sent to Malaysia on an 
:assignment, and she did not kn.ow the customs and practices. As a result of this she 
' 
; did not know that she was not appropriately dressed for the occasion. This resulted in 
' ' 
.pmbarrassing situations. She also had a culture shock .in some aspects while in USA, 
.:t!tough she com~ fro~ a similar background culture. She said that each country has 
'' 
,~ome general patterns ill culture which are distinct from others. 
::b-ecording to Ha.rris (1995) there are some major advantages faced by women 
)~ :·.~?Zpatriate managers. These ru-e visibility, interpersonal skills, and novelty . Many of 
t~tlX::~women in Adler·i'study came !Tom Pacific Rim countries and generally foreigners 
:;~e curious about t.~em and also remember them distinctly. This places them in aT! 
:'~vantageous situation. 
•/,.. 
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Due to women·~ inherent soft qualities men generally tend to feel more at ease with 
women. Since there are fewer women in international management at this stage, !he 
novelty is predominant and foreign clients tend to assume that the women expar:iates 
who are sent must be the best people in the organisation. A Japanese woman manager 
remarked that women managers are better at putting people at ease. According to her 
ir is easier :or a woman to convince a man. In another case, an Indonesian manager 
' ' 
said that sb.e takes adv~1.tage of being a woman as clients relax and talk more in her 
presence . 
.An A..-nerican manager who was expatriated to Hougk.ong srud that single fernale 
expatriates travel easier and are treated better. Local offices tended to treat her ll.ke a 
lady and a professional at the same time. In another case she said that she was well 
treated in Japan, as they felt that she must be really good if she was posted as an 
expatriate to take charge of the branch. She said that ln. Asia they respect 
\ . 
professionalism, so the gender is rarely an issue.(Shenkar 1995) 
I 
From the above it can be derived that there are several advantages in developing 
women as ime:national managers. However, there are also different problems 
associated wi:h such' selection. A Japanese expatriate said that she bad the most 
difficult experiences in 1\rnerica, as they saw her as a •geisha girl'. In a..1.other case, a 
women mar:ager at a Thailand petroleum factory remarked that the Americans would 
::.o: le: ~er drill rigs, as there was no accommodation for her. They gave her somethmg 
else to do and sidelined her profession to a large extent. She said that It was not the 
Thai's but actually the American expatriates who would not let her work. In yet 
another case, an American women was sidelined in China, as the Chinese people felt 
Lrrat as a woma.'ll she had no credibility. The Chinese always wanted a man to act at 
t!Jat level. (Shenkar, 1,995). 
Women generally have to take into account the 'dual career' issue ie having a family as 
well as managing a career. Presently, there are also problems regarding the partners 
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ending up in dtfferent countries and following different careers. However, this is not 
only an issue for women managers. 
Harris (1995) remark'ed that the emotional stress will be greater in case of a male 
/partner having to adjust with a women's career. Sbe comments that despite the 
changes in the ~ocio-:cultural trends, it is very unli!ceiy that a man would leave his 
career to accompany, his partner abroad. It is also interesting to note that women 
.'managers today _are al.so unlikely to leave their careers, to foUow their spouse abroad. 
In an interview with a Japanese expatriate women manager, tills attitude was reflected. 
She remarked that she will not leave her career to follow her spouse, but the 
assigrunent should be rewarding enough professionally as well as fillancially. l11 her 
opinion, the International Human Resource Management should be able to assist her in 
case of an emergency back home, and the organisation should be flexible enough to 
accommodate these situations. .An Australian manager was of a similar opmion She 
had to travel for 8 months a year and this was affecting her reiationsrJps. She said that 
_organisations should seriously take this as an issue and try to support the women 
managers travelling abroad. 
~Wbile looking at the training needs especially with women, it was found that 
/Counselling' perhaps was one of tl::e most important areas to look into. Organisations 
" )~ouJd also avoid the assumptions that women do not need aYJ.d cannot manage 
" . 
(international careers. 'Perhaps, women in the international arena needs more awareness 
'~g in aspects like sexual harassment rules and regulations prevalent in other 
~ ~~' 
'·~untries. The predeparture training should also include socio-c:Jltural aspects which 
"' 
,, 
::are detrimental to women in other countries. If a female manager is sent on a.11 
~~gnment to the middle-east, there may be cultural norms wluch she may need to 
.c ,~ 
tit-dnere to for a successful assignment. 
i(~ Chinese women manager who was expatriated to Kuwait, reflected on this issue ill 
-/ c ~ ... .. 
f,#ti iofonnal mee~g. ~She was sent to a refinery in Kuwait as an interpreter with no 
:-,>' 
i'-o.ss-cultural or _any other training. She was placed in a crucial position as a tra.11slator 
~~~een the A.~bs ~d Chinese, in this joint venture. Accordmg to her, due to 
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shortages in male translators. the Chinese company did not have a choice b~.:.t to 
employ women managers. (Apparently in China most of the translators are wooen). 
The work demanded that the employee should work on night sbJfts. To her 
amazement she found that women were not allowed to work in this place, at night. 
Ultimately, a.fter negotiations with her parent company and the Kuwait refinery, she 
was allowed to work in the night shifts with a Kuwaiti guard as an escort ! This was a 
big culture shock, as \veil as an emotional trauma for her. She remarked dlat cross-
cultural training as well as pre-departure training would have been of great assistance 
m her. 
The uaining also should concentrate more on subjects like how to network, how to 
?lan and manage srress, how to manage the dual role of family and career. It is an 
interesting observation that most of the international employees. b the computer 
software development area, are women. The su?cess rates of these assignments are 
also high. From a personal experience, at IBM in India, 70 percent of the software 
p:--ogra.·ruriers are female, anc they have at least had two assignments outside India. 
The number of women in international management is increasing and their traini:1g 
neecs are also slightly varied. "While structuring the training programs organisations 
need to consider' the issues mentioned above and offer these in addition to the general 
aspects. Accon:ling to Taylor and Napier (1996), training can help women face their 
own challenges when. working abroad. Giving women training on specific challenges 
m particular countries will go a long way towards enabling them to be successful. For 
' 
example, in Japan, a woman can enhance her credibility by mentwrung her age. They 
can be trained to use the advantage of greater visibility a..qd host national's curiosity 
about them to establish important business relationships. Training can also mclude 
strategies for meeting challenges to professional comperence or sense of self. For 
western women the envuonment of sexual har-c.Ssment in other countries can be a 
shock Remarks that people in other countries consider inoffens1ve have become 
unacceptable in the USA. Hence, organisations can provide tra.lning that not only 
apprises t.~e foreign women of clients and coworkers potentia1ly harassing conduct, but 
also help her distance herself from it through understanding and respect for the host 
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culture. Through experiential exercises foreign women can learn how to respond 
appropriately to unsavoury advances and comments to preserve both me 'face• of the 
host national and the woman's sense of professionalism. 
During the predepa..rture aaining for male expatriates some suggestions for enha."lcing 
the adjustment and success of their women colleagues can be added. Most women 
would appreciate active and overt support from rheir male expatriate colleagues i.n 
establishing their professional credibility with clients and coworkers. 
An Indian repatriate women manager mentioned the importance of repatriate support 
and training. She said that most of the expatriates are in a better position abroad, and 
-when they return, they are at a complete loss. According to her, this is mainly due to 
' the fact that an international career gives a different social status as compared to the 
t 
nonnal position m billa. In her opinion, organlsanons should take this aspect mto 
' ' 
consideration and must create suitable positions or redeploy people into suitable 
.ventures. 
A Japanese women mat1.ager commented that the repatriates could be a valuable asset 
)n training the new imenational managers. When she was posted to America for a 
·$hort while, she felt totally alienated, as she caine from a d1fferent cultural 
. environment. There were also problems with language. customs and outlook. She 
fe]t that she could have handled this assignment in a much better way if she had 
' ·-~tually spoken to a repatriate manager, who could bave given her fzrst hand 
~,knowledge and ll1forniation. 
~arris (1995), sugges~ed some remedies for organisations a..'l.d women managers to be 
' ,~ccessful in international careers. She suggested that organisations should avoid 
' ' 
:isswnptions as to the )ikely motivation for a women to take on an international career. 
:,~exible benefits packages should be provided to women. which will take care of 
~gle, married or dual career couples. She also remarked that there should not be 
~iguity as to the nature of the assignment, which meant that organisations sl::ould be 
'~ ' 
:?Iw- about the profile of the assignment and t..i-Ie status (length of the assignment). 
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In her recommendations to women managers, she suggests that women should take on 
an educative approach to organisational resistance to women international managers, 
and should not assume that this is the result of direct prejudice. According to her they 
-:nust ensure ex~llence in the professional field to aid selection. and should also try to 
be in the right place at the right time. In her final remarks, she said that women should 
learn to handle their professional and private life separately. 
An in:erview with an Australian woman manager brought to hght a very interestmg 
point. She did not have a higher seconda..ry or tertiary qualification when she started 
her ir.ternational career. She was selected on the basis of her abiliry, capability to 
adapt, absorb, grow and is today in an enviable position. This should be a lesson to 
Ill2.:.'1Y organisations who insist on women having additional qualifications to enter the 
international arena. As long as there are innovative, risk ta!dng organisations woman's 
participation in the international arena will continue to grow and'produce results. 
In my opipjo:J.. organisations need to change their attitude towards employing women 
managers and moulding them into male oriented roles. The job design, working 
·! 
conditions for international managers are basically developed with males in mind, and 
people have a pre·conceived notion that mtemational managers can only be male. If 
orgarisations do not prov1de suitable profiles, workmg conditions (an example m this 
instance is providing childcare facilities for expatriate single mothers) to fit in women 
into tb.e international working arena, women will remam 'rrisfit' in this aspect, and m 
turn orgai1isations will suffer. Suitable training and assistance should be given to 
them. in order to encourage women ma..."'lagers ro perform in the international sphere 
with confidence. 
t 
The prepara:ory training and pre-departure training are especially important for women 
ma'lagers crossing borders, which is reflected in many of the interviews with 
expatriate women managers. It is risky for the organisation and the woman manager 
to be unaware of the circumstances which she is going to be placed into. She wiil also 
need support from me male colleagues while on-the-job. Repatriation for a women is 
especially a difficult process, as the woman,s sense of social bonding is a bit higher 
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than a rrta..'l. Once she gets adjusted to a culture a..11d place, she tries to blend in with 
the circumstances. This is an advantage for the organisation as this attitude brings out 
positive relationships in business. However, breaking up from an assignment, 
especially a long· one, is a real problem for most women. This can also be attributed to 
' 
the need for stability in a woman's life itself. Hence, the repatriation process should be 
t 
handled delicately and smoothly by the organisations, taking all necessary precautions 
and providing support. 
-As Shenkar (1995) rightly remarks, the extent to which the women will participate in 
, this arena depends on the willingness of both the orgarusation and the individuals 
i11volved to adopt a flexible and positive approach to existing constraints. 
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Chapter7 
Role of International Human Resource Management in training and 
development of international managers 
.An overview diagram of HR. globalisation, component tasks and services, as provided 
by Torrey Orton, the Director of Sinaccord ( a consultancy organisation) during his 
?resemation on intercultural training issues, (23/1 0/96) in the AHRI intercultural 
serninar depicts some implications of training into the areas of HRM. 
Stapility 
Select 
Repatriation Relocation 
Sta~ility 
(Figure 5) 
[ HR, Globalisation, component tasks and services] 
According to Orton, the change process through this chain is how the intematJ.onal 
employees develop. The recycling factor is evident here. Most of the international 
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employees goes through this chain of processes and deployed into multiple 
assignments. The role of training can be linked into this cycle. 
According to Baumgarten (1995), the training and development of international staff 
should be integrated into the other activities of human resource management. All 
instrument which can provide an important contribution to such integration consists of 
profiles which are described in terms of the key competencies necessary for success for 
Jnternational assignments, covered in the earlier chapters. These profiles can be used 
I 
as a basis for detennining training needs and goals, and also be used as selection and 
.appraisal criteria. This integration creates a common language which can link the 
'training issues to various areas of HR..'!vf. As a result there is a uniform process and the 
mte.mational employees are trained in accordance with the same set of competencies. 
- ' 
'Links between appraisal outcomes and training interventions or selection decisions for 
};g, becomes more transparent and easier to accept since they can be explained 
rationally. 
-In the subject of integrating training and selection Moran (1991) recommends 
_including as much tra.J.ning as possible in selectmg expatriates. The first adva.."ltage of 
.such an integration is that on the basis of the information received dwi:ng the training, 
fh,e candidates can make more responsible decisions on accepting an international 
Gareer. On the other h,and selectors can observe the candidates during training sessions 
~d ma.lce informed selections. The cumulative approach proposed above spreads over 
~'career of the manager and hence. such observations can be made on a regular basis 
( 
·and will therefore become increasingly reliable and less threateniD.g. 
;~ternational Human. Resource Management is becoming more crucial in as 
.,_.,~ 
~.·itobalisation is becommg the norm. The major challenges of Human Resource 
'j<~' <, 
i~!tfanagement in multinatio:tals are finding the right approach in selection , developing a 
::../~ .. ~ J 
g:Wmpetent international workforce imparting cross-cultural training, supporting 
1/:-~J J 
::expatriation, international liaisons, managing a multicultural workforce across borders 
;::--'', 
~;~ialso designing a sta..'1.dard for compensation and performance appraisals. 
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The recommendation is also that International Human Resour~ Management division 
should also work out a standard for training the international workforce ar.d impart a 
global orientation to the workforce, while supporting them. Cultural education is most 
cmcial !or the success of the lVlNC. IHRM: should be involved constantly with 
I -
cultural trai.rjng and develop:rr..ent of international employees. If conflicts do arise in 
due to culturally sensitive issues, they should be sorted out using a 'collaborative 
approach', which is most suited in these environments. 
A well constructed information system network is a necessity to link training and 
Human Resource Management. This information system should be l:nked to the 
personnel and country databases, which bold employee background information, along 
with company job profiles. Through this network, the International Human Resource 
. -
Management can source their required information across the globe (for example, in-
, • I 
country company policies, tax structures, political developments, costNof living 
comparisons) , LT-npart the right training in the right places for the employees, keep 
t:.1em abreast of ihe latest technological news development as well as other issues and 
mamtain databases. ·: By linking this system to employee databases, a standard 
pe!fonnance appraisal system can be developed as well as international compensation. 
This in turn can be used in selecting and trairing new employees and the cycle would 
contmue. 
b L'lJ.e model that has been developed (figure 6), the International Human Resource 
MaiJ.agement division has an imporrant part to play in the training process. Imtially the 
' 
selection a.l"Jd recroitment is done by this clivision. Then the training needs of the 
< 
orgarJsation, as well as the employees are identified by them .. After this stage, the 
-
International Human· Resource Management division makes the choice to place 
! 
employees in various stages of training processes, depencling on the identified needs. 
The support to international employees all through the processes and deployment 
cycles is given by this division. In addition it also monitors the progress of training 
processes through feedback of employees a.11d constantly makes modlficauons by 
:-edesigning the processes. 
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Summary 
Summarising the research it could be said that many organisations are not successful 
globally and their e~loyees fail in foreign assigrunents due to lack of proper traming 
' .It is indeed surprising to note that many organisations do not even provide 
preparatory training. :. Training increases the chances of success. It was also derived 
from the research that many organisations do not believe m the effectiveness of 
training and they do not know enough about the individual competencies needed for 
.success m order to be able to design preparatory training. 
-ill order to develop and design effective training programs for intematwnal staff, 
:.t;ompanies must implement a systematic approach which L."lcludes complete analysis of 
, the training needs of the organisation and the targeted employees, the translation of 
'; 
~these needs into goals and careful design. Profiles in terms of competencies needed for 
, $UCcess on international assignments may form an important basis for the develop:::nent 
:of effective training p~ograms for international staff. 
Tile t:raming and development of an international workforce should be approached as a 
~rocess and not as a one time event before expatriation. Most of the competencies 
~ r 
needed for international success lie in the area of abilities and attitudes, and therefore 
require development and strengthening over a period of ti.rne. Hence it IS 
:recommended to prepare employees for international assignments early in their careers, 
,r 
,ill a phased manner. 
~omen as international managers should be trained rn cultural sensitiveness especially. 
/-~ . . 
~~me of the key issues like sexual harassment laws should be addressed in training 
);( ,, 
~or to deployment. There is also the need to tie in some issues with the male 
!(' • 
~xpatriate training, f~r example, how to promote and support ihe female colleague's 
~t _. ' ' 1'h~fe.$ional image. ::.p;?· 
:-=-...... ~ 
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The pa,.'"tr.er of the expatriate also needs to be part of the training process. He or she 
should be trained and well equipped to accept the role. In case of dual-career couples, 
the situation should be addressed linking it with HRM, and providing enough training. 
Counselling also becomes part of the training process here. The repatriauon training 
should also become an important part of the cycle. 
Organisations s~ould choose their training methods 11. line with the needs, 
competencies available and with a vision. Various reethods of training were illustrated 
in tlJ.e research. A combination of the right methods should form the right rec1pe for 
the organisation. Then again, training should be blended into various HRM areas. 
This in mrn helps the organisation's corporate planning as well as development of the 
i.n.ternational employees. Training and development of international s~aff must be 
viewed in the light of the complete deployment cycle and will be most effective when 
linked to systematic career development plans. 
Wit~ the available research data~ past experience, published case studies and on the 
basis of interviews co~ducted with various women managers a model :or training and 
developing international managers has been developed, which is depicted in figure 6 
(page 51). 
This model suggests that the training cycle starts at the selection stage wherein the 
International Human Resource Management area actually dec1des who to recruit, using 
what selection criteria, keeping the organisational stages, goals in mind, and idenufies 
rhe tra:.ning needs of the orga.'lisation I employee. Then it analyses tl:.e needs a.'1.d 
facilitates training programs in various stages. In addltion the Internanonal Human 
Resource Management (IHRM) division supports the trai:ling processes LIJrough 
monitoring feedback, evaluation, making modifications in training programs and 
redesigning. The link of lliR.M and training is a critical factor, in training international 
t --s.a..-r. 
The training has been·divided into four stages- preparatory, pre:departure, on-the-job, 
and repatriate I redeployment. When the employees are new, they will be given the 
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preparatory training, to equip them to face a..l'l international career. Before their 
departure into specific places, the pre-departure tra2ning is given to prepare them for 
the forthcoming ass1gnment. 9nce on the job, the tratning process is d!fferent as lt 1s 
more of experiential learning. When the employees are repatriated, they need to be 
given training and assistance to re-enter and probably then again they will get a re-
deployment or job rotation. 
When employees hav~ been through this process, and are re-deployed, they may not 
\. 
I 
need all the stages of training again. However, this will be assessed by the lliRM 
' I : 
again and the cycle continues. It is advisable for the employees to get back to a 
headquarters where they started from prior to re-deployment into a different place, as 
-
'this gives the employees a basic stability in administering their career. 
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Selection & Recrultmen --- ---------------.--------~:-::8 
~----------~--------------------~ 
I 
Identifieation & Assessment of trainin need ·--······Job rotatio-ns ................ i 
r r r I 
... 
... ~ I 
• Stage 1 ___. Sta~ 
Stage 4 
Preparatory Pre-deployment On the Job Repatriate..._. __ _,.,. 
Red 1 epJoymen t 
Lectures, Audio Pre-departure I On the Job training Post ar:ival training 
visual methods, -briefing 
discussions, case - orientation 
studies - area studies 
Role Plays and Drill & practice 
instructional games - language training 
Self awareness · Area simulation, 
through experiential 
learrrlngprccesses 
Sensitivity t..c.ining 
- T group 
Stress reduction 
methods 
Cultt:ral awa:eness 
and assirrulation 
... 
~ ........ 
. .. 
... 
~~field experience 
with family 
i Women's special 
I 
awarer..ess training 
and simulation 
exercises with male 
colleagues. 
Intellectual model -
reading /lectures 
Meetings with 
, . repatriates 
Feedback from employees to IHRM 
via models 
' 
I I Coaching from 
I experienced staff 
I I Meetings with 
i experienced staff 
I 
I 
. .. 
(Figure 6) 
- orientation 
-rraining 
. Re-entry training 
' 
Meetings with 
repatriates 
Sup port meetmgs 
with social groups 
. I 
... 
[Model for training and development of an international workforce] 
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Epilogue 
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interviewed towards tbis purpose, especially Swee Fun Low (Development Bank of 
Singapore), Roshni S Ajji.kutira (Central Park Hotels and NIIT, India), Liz Eades (The 
Walt Disney Co.(Australia) Pty Ltd) and Kimie Homae (Hitachi I Digital Corporation 
-Japan). 
I would also like to thank my supervisor Dr. Greg Brrchall who guided this project and 
constructively critiqued it through stages. I also acknowledge the efforts of Fra.::ts 
Koomen the project coordinator and RMIT for being my academic platform which 
made this project a success. I hope my contribution and recommendations would be 
ofuse to the academia in future. 
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Appendices 
1. NRC case study 
(adapted fro:n Torrington, 1994) 
At !'-.TEC 6e mtemationalisation bega.11 as far as back in 1974, when an Intemauonal 
Education and Training Centre was established to host trainees from abroad. In 
October 1980 a new department was set up in NEC's Tokyo headquarters with a view 
to integrate compa...'1y wide international education, to develop and suppo:t personnel, 
to provide management education in Japan to NEC' s expatriate managers, to 
accumulate and -make effective use of international management know-how. The 
department integrated management development with foreign language training., and 
coordinated the international education with the requrrements of the personnel 
deoa..rtment. The establishment of a new department was accompanied by two other 
important policy decisions, the first abolished the distinction between domestic and 
:ntemational careers as far as promotion was concerned and the second involved 
instiruting a sophisticated company wide system for selecting and monitoring persolli'lel 
involved in wo:king with other cultures. 
This system operates today with exception of production workers. Every t3ree years 
all employees in NEC are rated by two of their seniors on a 5 point scale on 10 factors 
associated with suitability for work in foreign environments. The company among 
O(her factors would want to know the enthusiasm of the employee to learn foreign 
languages. their cross-cultural adaptability and vitality which is the unalloyed 
cetennination to put the company's business interests first. 
The dara on employees are used by the company to help ·select personnel who 
irrespective of their present position and function, look as if they have the potential to 
work in foreign environments. The data are ultimately fed into the comp~:ters of the 
personnel division, whose task is then to match the individual's iP..tematlonalisabillty 
wit.1. specific overseas opportunities which cover a wide spectrum of rechnical, 
corrnr..e:-cial and personnel functions within 5 continents. 
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The goals of international education or training in 1\"EC has to 'be seen in conjunction 
with the overall HDR policy and supporting the organisational structure. The main 
task of this training division was to nurture ·global busmess people'. NEC 
international educatidn emphasises and seeks in potential recruits three persor.al 
attributes - international outlook and sensitivity, a mental capacity for self-help and a 
more flexible, more dynamic ability to perform tasks in different business cultures_ 
Practically the inte:national education or training at NEC concentrates on 3 main goals, 
internationalising the whole company, supporting international operations and creating 
an international ethos among NEC affiliates and offices worldwide. 
Consistent with the Japanese 'obsession with systemisation' of incompany training, 
NEC breaks down the target groups for international education as , •a11 staff', ' staff 
handling overseas posts' and 'locally hired staff in overseas offi~es'. 
NEC has developed a suite of 10 broad education programmes .. 
l 
• international communication programmes focussmg on fore1gn language training 
• international management programme wlnch seeks to improve the overall 
competence of J\TEC managers in foreign environments through two main courses -
management course for staff posted overseas or lilcely to be posted overseas and 
the management case study course 
• international business programmes which aims at equipping the NEC personnel with 
the nuts and bolts of knowledge by including topics like trade practices, finance, 
insurance, law and contracts, marketing, overseas consllllction projects, production 
and accounting. 
• area study progranune- which aims at providing appreciation of cultural, political 
and connected developments in given regions. 1\'IEC breaks up the world into 6 
groups. 
• orientation programmes for families of staff posted overseas 
• programmes for staff on assignment overseas - in the form of correspondence 
courses for overseas personnel including local staff. 
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• Returnees programmes - aimed at repatriates who needs to be updated on company 
developments- and reintegrated. These repatriates are asked to record t.~eir 
experiences which'forms a basis for future cross-cultural training, and is a valuable 
rnformation base for future expatriates. 
• Overseas study- 1'i?C sends roughly 40 people each year, mainly junior executives 
w foreign universities and research institutes. 
• Overseas ope~atio~s training - This is an on the job program..'!le for a year for 
around 10 employees, wit:.~ selected overseas subsidianes. 
lunong L'lese p~ogrammes there is a major focus on cross-cultural educat1on and 
foreign language trainbg. Summarising the aspects of training in l\TEC the following 
characteristics can be noted. 
• Positioning overseas careers as one of the most valuable career paths. 
a btemationalisation attempts are not confined to headquarters, but seek to reach all 
employees of NEC. 
o Long term organisational development is closely related to the identification and 
selection of persa!IDell particularly well suited for work in foreign environments. 
• Co:nmitnent to foreign language training. 
• Development of the close relation between the mtemational character of 1\'"EC 
products ru.1d grooming of a company-wide international outlook 
• Attempts to integrate manager's experiences into teaching input for other 
employees 
• Use of the company vision to underpin intemationalisation and international 
education policies. 
The H&.\1 has a big role in establishing training as pan of management culture and 
' 
lb.king this to strategic objectives of the company 
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2. THE COCA COLA COI\1PANY- an insight into internationalisation in 
HR. processes and training 
(Adapted from the arJc1e - 'HR. Unites the world of Coca Cola' By Dawn A.rrfuso, in 
i 
Personnel Journal, 1994) 
By carrying out a philosophy to "think globally and act locally," Coca-Cola's HR 
function provides the link that ties the company's businesses together. 
In Western Australia, where rural landscapes stretch farther than the eye can see, 
employees of The Coca-Cola Company travel more than 2,000 miles a week to deliver 
their compa.rq's products. CocaHCola salespeople in Venice, Italy, don1t have as far to 
go, but must transport bottles and cans by gondola through winding canals. And ir:. 
Morocco, it's donkeys that carry Coca-Cola salespeople and their products to customer 
destinations. The obvious difference between these scenarios is the mode of 
transportation used by the employees. But the differences go deeper than that. Just as 
' 
the distribution of product in each country varies, almost all elements of employment 
' 
vary as well. In' one country, potential workers may willingly respond to questions 
regarding their families, while in another these mquiries are taboo. Some cultures value 
high base pay, while others are motivated by bonus plans. Even holidays vary from 
place to place. So liaw does Coca-Cola, which operates in not just these three 
countries but :in more than 195 worldwide. manage its human resources issues? 
Through a decentralised system that's tied together by a shared vision and central 
support. 
• Coca-Cola is a multi-local company . 
• 1\lthougb Coca-Cola's headquarters is in Atlanta, Georgia, USA, the soft-drink giant is 
~more than simply a U.S.based company with some operations overseas. It's truly a 
I 
global enterpris~. Nearly 80% of the company's operating income comes from its 
businesses outside the United States. These businesses range from wholly owned 
, subsidiaries and bottling companies to independent bottling and 'disLribution centers 
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that license its products -~ mainly soft drinks. The company also manufactures and 
markets jmce and juice-drink products. The businesses that produce, market and 
cEs!C.bute these products span the globe. Coca-Cola rna..'1ages tt.em through 25 
operating divisions making up six reg1onal groups: North America, the European 
Union, the Pacific regwn, the Northeast Europe/Middle East (NEME) group, Africa 
a.."ld Latin Ameri9a (see chart). Each of these groups has a pres1dent. accountable for 
. . 
the businesses in his or her area. In other words, each region, although a part of the 
bigger system, is its own entity. As Michael J. Semrau, assistant vice president and 
.. 
director of international human resources, says: "The Coca-Cola Compa..'1y just 
happens to be heacquartered m Atlanta. It could just as feasibly be headquartered in 
any of the other locations [where we do business] and it probably wouldn't make a 
difference." 
• Coca~Cola's Staffing Philosophy Supports Its Global Strategy. 
The regions and businesses are linked together by a shared rrundset to think globally 
a..T!d act locally, a philosophy that V1adirnir Pucik, director of international programs at 
the center for advanced human resources studies at Cornell University, says defines a 
global enterprise. "If you look at a global company from a business perspective, the 
emphasis is a combination global integration and local responsiveness," Pucik says. 
D:::awing a parallel to human resources, Puci.k says that its role is to get all the different 
functJonaJ capabilities-- such as selection criteria, training processes and performance 
assessments- to reinforce the way people can think globally and act locally. 
That's exactly what HR at Coca-Cola strives to do. "Coca-Cola always has been 
known as a multi~local company,lt says Semrau. It's like a family: Each business, as 
each family member, has its own unique qualities and can sta.'ld or. its own. but benefits 
from being connected to the group. And just like a family, the businesses have a certain 
bond. "'The common thread running tlrrougb Coca-Cola is rts willingness to allow the 
locations to be different, to conduct the business in ways tb.at are appropriate for the 
market in whlch they're operating," says Jeff Peeters, who's currently director of HR 
. . . 
for corporate finance and human resources in Atlanta. but previousty served as HR 
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director for the Northwest European division in Brussels, Belgium. 11 \Vhen we sell the 
same products in Central Africa as in France, the way we sell those products lS 
radically different: the level of sophistication is different, the support systems are 
different, distribution is different. Coca-Cola has found a way of balancing all of these 
differences with selling the sarr..e products. We don't in:pose any dmninant culture --
we really allow the local people to implement that." Sernrau agrees. "Our culture isn't 
codified, u he says. "In fact, a previous president used to say that to do that you might 
miss something. The culture really is one of diversity." Because of this culture, the role 
of the global human r~sources professionals is to maintain the link between businesses 
and the corporation. The structure of the HR. function supports this role and enables 
businesses to act locally whlle thinking globaHy. Each of the 25 operating divisions has 
a director of human resources, as does each of the six groups. They're supported by 
. HR in Atlanta, but work fairly autonomously . 
. 
' 
• The Philosophy Behind Coca-Cola's International Service Program. 
Peeters refers to the global human resources practitioners as "custodians for 
international equity, :• who make decisions for such issues as benefits, compensation 
and training based on corporate philosophies. He says t.hat while te was in Brussels, he 
accomplished this by staying in touch with the policy-making unit in Atlanta by 
telephone and written correspondence, and tried to visit the head office at least once a 
' ; 
year to keep abreast of what was going on and to adhere to general policies as much as 
. 
possible. Essentially, corporate HR functions by providing the philosophy around 
human issues while allowing local businesses to apply those philos?phies as they see fit 
' . 
for their region. For example. rather than having a standard salary' policy for all of its 
businesses, Coca-Cola has a salary philosophy. which is for its total compensation 
,packages for its busin~ses to be competitive with the best companies in their markets. 
,. 
·~we focus on the end· product -- the means to get there might be d~fferent in one part 
Qfthe world vs. another," Semrau says. Differences in laws and cultures play into that. 
For example, Peters says that the openness that people m the Unitec States !lave about 
:salaries doesn't exist in Europe. "In Europe we don't discuss salaries. That's something 
~between you and your employer, and you will never breach that Level of trust. They 
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would fmd it insulting to have to disclose their salary, and they would find it insulting jf 
you disclose thei;:' salaries because they consider that to be som~thi~g very personal." 
On the other hand. you can talk about their family backgrounds, their ages~ and so on 
' ' 
without a problem. 4'1 fact, they get offended if you aren't interested h their family 
backgrounds. Li_tb.e Gnited States, such inquiries would be in violation of the law. "So 
certain policies that are perfectly legitimate in the United States, if they aren't applied 
w1th L}].e right ~evel of JUdgment will offend people in other countries," Peeters says. 
This can happen with particular programs as well. Peeters says that while he was 
working in Brussels, he learned about a sales course that was developed at corporate 
headquaners. The principle of the course~ which was to assess where your customer is 
emotionally before making a sales pitch, made a tot of sense and was udversal But 
Peeters knew that the teaching approach wouldn't fly in the countries for which he was 
. ' 
responsible. "We had to work on the course to not just acopt it but to take the 
principles and ~anslate them into something that was ~ul~y effective an-d 
acceptable," Peeters says. For instance, an example that the American version of the 
training used showed 'a financial planner selling insurance. Peeters says that, in Europe, 
; ' 
people wouldn't go to a specialised consultant, they would go to a banke::-. Therefore, a 
.salesperson in the European countries wouldn.t understand the example. 
Al$o, the corporate training course included video presenrations that, mline with equal 
opportunicy, portrayed people of different nationalities and gender in all types of 
positions. Peeters says that in certain countries these portrayals can be offensive. A 
:'emale rep:-esenti.ng management~ for example, would be out of line in an Arabic 
env1ronment. ''The main goal is to take the valuable piece of the Coca-Cola system and 
optimise its effectiveness in the local markets. u Working toward this goal works well 
for the soft-drink firm. '1Through this decentralisation and empo.werment, associates 
can react quickly to market needs," says Semrau. "PJso, no one central entity can be as 
responsive as 25, 50 or 100 local, hands-on entities." 
' 
Central support enables international HR to act locally while thinking globally. 
Althm:g:h they're farrly independent, human resources professionals around the world 
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receive support from a core HR. sta..ff in Atlanta. One of the support systems available 
is an HR orientation, held twice a year in Atlanta for international staffers and once for 
!hose working at headquarters. The twa-week orientation is, for people who have 
. 
recently joined Coca-Cola as HR representatives or for longer-tepn associates who can 
benefit. Its purpose is to give an overview of the company's HR perspective. "We try 
to blend a business overview with a human resources overview;'' Peeters says. "So we 
talk about the b~iness, we talk about how the business translates in HR policies and 
what the practices are that follow from those policies." Participants of the program 
leave with a much broader view of what the company is doing, not only in HR but in 
finance, marketing and other aspects of rhe business. They also learn about HR 
pbilosophies, as well as programs and policies already created that can be adopted. 
1
'Toois have been developed by people throughout the world and we want to be sure 
that others don't have to start from the beginning," Semrau says. For example, the 
company has designed a performance-development system, an industrial-relations 
negotiation model and regional expatriate programs that HR practitioners. throughout 
the world can adapt. ''We want to make sure that anyone coming into HR. knows what 
exists," he says. ' . 
Probably the greatest benefit that the orientation participants receive, however~ is the 
I • ::-
framework for an HR network within the massive Coca-Cola system. uwe try to 
involve as many people as possible so that participants get exposure to the specialists 
~in the various areas of the company -- people whom they can call when they're 
conJronted with issues in the field," says Peeters. 
'J.'he company involves the specialists in various ways. Some of the key figures in 
functions such as tr~ning, compensation or benefits will make presentations to the 
group, relating ·.wha( their functions' policies and practices are. Some help the 
newcomers in workshops. There are also numerous social events scheduled during the 
,, 
' ' ' (ltientation periods that give participants a chance to get to know the specialists on a 
more personal basis. "Establ.lshing that network is one of the most valuable things in 
_that orientation course.·~ says Peeters. In addition to the orientation, Peeters says that 
. . 
;the company is pla.nnlng to roll out a more advanced development program for HR 
' 
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p.:-ofessionals early next year. It will be targeted specifically at those who aren't quite at 
a director level but who have shown the potential of getting there. Its goal will be to 
build skills, rather than to establish a knowledge base as the orientation strives to do. 
"We have noticed that HR as a profession evolves quickly,'· Peeters says. 
Also, the marketplace changes, theories change, and Coca-Cola revises policies and 
' 
practices and tools to cope with these changes, accordingly. For example, a thrust 
w1thin the company right now is for managers to become betteccoaches. "We can.'t 
auromatically assume that HR knows how to teach these skills," Peeters says. So the 
development p:wgram will offer courses on these types of skills .on an as needed basis. 
"Certain policies that are perfectly tegitimate in the U.s .• if they aren't appJied with me 
nght level of judgment~ will offend people in other countries." .A..nother support tool 
for human resources practitioners in the Coc.a-Cola system lS the HR development 
committee. The company started usmg the development-committee model nearly 10 
years ago within the finance division. Today, almost every functio:1.al area of the 
company has one. The role of the committees is to identify talent withln their particular 
functions and then take the steps necessary to make sure that that talent achieves its 
potential. They also look at openings within their accountability to ensure that they're 
moving people who have the right skills into the ::ight positions~ "The goal is to make 
• l 
sure that we have the right competencies in the organisation to help us meet our 
business objectives on an ongoing basis," Semrau says. 
~ancy Shemaria, dir_ector of staffing, facilitates the HR development committee. (In 
other functional divisions, HR doesn't charr the committees. Functional heads do, wrth 
support from HR.) Other members of fiR's committee are~ Semrau, because of }l..is vast 
knowledge of the international fields people and what the international needs are; 
Beverly Freeman, who was the vice president of human resources for Coca-Cola USA 
a.'1d has knowledge about the needs iu that territory; the executive assistant to :Michael 
W. Walters, vice president of human resources; and Michelle Beale, the vice president 
of HR for the Foods division. The criteria to be a member is a focus on and a 
' . ' 
commitment to development, and a knowledge of the people in the field. 
Shemaria states that the purpose of the HR development committee is to ensure that 
the function continues to grow a ready supply of talent for hui4an resources on an 
mtemational basis by making strategic placements. "We're really not in the business o: 
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just filling positions," she says. "We're in the business of making sure that they're 
strategiCally based placements and that by putting someone in a particular positron 
we're also developing that person so that he or she can go on to other assignments and 
cor..tinue to grow in the company." The committee examines all open positions in 
human resources during every meeting and evaluates possible candidates. The main 
focus of the committee is on placing key talent -- mid-management to senior-level 
) ' . 
positions -- but beca1,1se HR is a relatively small function, the placements can run the 
~ 
gamut. Another task of the development committees is identifying key technical or 
~ ~ t fj 
professional skills for their functions' positions. The HR development committee 
I 
identified key experiences or job knowledge in 10 areas that people in HR need. They 
are: facilitation skills, an understanding of global business ar.d HR trends, organisation 
design, HR functional knowledge, employee relations, industrial relations, Iearni.11g and 
development, performance development, selection and staffing and total compensation. 
In addition to these, the company has core foundation skills that Coca~Cola personnel 
need. They are a combination of capabilities and skills that the company uses to 
evaluate any associate in the organisation. For example, foundation skills for 
managerial people include coaching skills, leadership capabilities and ability to think 
creatively. ''They're quite generic, almost attitudinal," Peeters says. 
L t• ·: 
Adds Shemaria: ''What you end up with is a comprehensive set of both the general 
business skills and the functionHspecific skills. And by putting them together, we get a 
co;mplete picture·ofwhat somebody needs to be able to do the j~b.". 
Along with developing key competencies. the HR development conunittee conducts 
talent assessments. It slices the organisation either horizontally or vertically to look at a 
. . 
portion of the function. It then determines what skills are required of the posittons in 
tqat group, evaluates the skills and talents of the peop-le in those pos1tions, and 
{mplements strategies to close any gaps . 
. ~Qr exmnple, the committee will encourage and provide the tools to managers in that 
runction to do development planning for their associates. ''We play an influencing 
leadership role for which we may develop some assessment tools, develop the technical 
:competencies and skills, and get those distributed throughout human resources as tools 
,. 
. ') 
:for all managers in human resources to use," Shemaria says. "But the role of the 
,· 
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cevelopment corrurJttee isn't to watch over what the managers do. They still need to be 
ma..11aging, coaching and gathering feedback, separate from tl;e development 
com..rnittee. ~~ 
Essentially what the HR. development committee does is reinforce HR's mission within 
ir.s own ranks. That mission, says Semrau, is to "Work with all of the associates in the 
system to enable them to develop their full potential to exceed the expectations of 
customers, consumers and shareholders. "Quite straightforward, but nonetheless lofty 
cor.sidering tbe expa.:.'1Siveness of Coca-Cola's human resources. However, with staff in 
' . . ' 
Aust:alia and M.orocco sharing the same mindset and receiVing the same support as 
those hl Italy a.1.d the United States, it's a goal that's certainly. 
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3. The Shell Internationale Petroleum - a case study 
(Adapted from an article 'Expats say : Help make us mobile' by Charles Marmer 
Solomon in Personnel Journal. 1996) 
Expatriates expect to move. But todayl Shell Internationale Petroleum, B.V. and 1ts 
expats are learning how difficult global mobility has become. The company's recent 
survey explains why and identifies steps for HR t-o take i...Tl making the assignment work 
for employee, partner and family. Then Kathleen van der Wilk-Carlron Sits at her desk 
these days, she wants her phone to ring off the hook. She expects to be barraged by 
calls from spouses and partners of expatriates -~ and would-be expatriates -- around 
the world. You .see, van der Wilk-Carlton is the spouse employment consultant for 
Shell Internationale Petroleum, B.V. It's her job to help them with the fomridable task 
of finding a job or suitable educational opportunities to maintain their professional 
skills as they accompany their spouses anywhere in the world. 
It's no easy task as van der W1lk-Carlton offers guidance to people heading out to 
locales as diverse as Norway. Syria, Malaysia and Nigeria. They present her w1th a 
wide variety of questions about their career lives, hoping sf:e can help them. At one 
end of the spectrum is the open·ended question, "I'm not sure what I want to do." At 
\he other end, she hears, "I know exactly what I want to do a..l'J.d need contacts and 
inteiView skills that will help me in the new location." Her challenge arises not from 
these requests, but from the array of restrictions that may exist in the expat's future 
host country. In some there are few constraints; in others there are many. For example. 
many countries don't have comparable work. They may limit work permits or they may 
have cultural sensitivities that mean women can't work in a particular country. If Shell 
is sending an expatriate to a country where local unemployment is high, also trying to 
employ the spouse can create a sensitive situation. "It's often a matter of gently 
pushing back boundaries and trying to be a little bit creative," she says. 
Although Shell's' new and existing employees expect to be highly mobile, societal 
changes -- such as increasingly demanding family lives and the need for double incomes 
-~-~are at-'Tecting the ease with whlch these employees fL."ld their spouses will transfer 
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between locations. Vander Wilk-Carlton•s position as spouse employment consultant, 
therefore, is an, e~ple of the ways in which progressive ,global companies are 
grappling with ~e tough issues of globalization today. Cre{itiyity, sensitivity and 
awareness are the cornerstone of Shell's approach to it's expatriate population. 
Ask and ye shall find out. 
Shell Imemationale, the giant oil and petroleum multinational headquartered in both 
::...ondon and The Hague, The Netherlands, is truly a global company a.Tld clearly 
app:-eciates the affect of societal trends on intematonal assignments. With as many as 
5,600 expatr.lares, Sheil may have more expatriates than any compmy Ln. the world. It 
currently operates in II'~ore than 120 countries. The lifeblood of Shell Internationale is a 
wJxture of employees at both the central offices as well as in host countries around the 
-
world. Company executives believe these expatriates and their partners must be 
cor.tem if the business mission is to succeed. Mobility 1s critical to the business. 
< f • 
Therefore, the company devotes resources and time to scrutinising and analysing what 
tts employees need. ''An internationally mobile workforce is a prerequisite to the way 
we run the expatriate business. and the way we run exploration and production -- in 
par:icu1ar,' says Andy Johns, who's responsible for Shell Imemationale's expatriate 
(efr:1S and conditions development. ''With a number of emerging trends, both inside and 
outside :he company, we felt we had to flnd hard data on what encm:raged mobility as 
well as the factors that block international mobility." 
To Clscover what expats need to remain an effective force in the organisation. Shell 
embarked upon rhe largest single survey ever conducted among global employees and 
t!:.eir partners. The survey, "Shell Expatnare Outlook," was commissioned and 
sponsored jointly in 1993 by the Exploration and Production Business along with the 
' Corporate Human Resources group. 
I:'s often a matter of gently pushing back boundaries and trying to be ... creative."-
,, 
Kathleen van der.Wilk-Carlton, Spouse Employment Consultant, Shell L11temauonale 
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Shell began its SU[\Iey by interviewing more than 200 employees and their partners to 
uncover some of the main issues. Next, it approached a London-based consulting 
company, International Survey Research, to design and administer a questionnaire. The 
1 
firm developed a 24-page questionnaire and sent it to expatriates and their spouses in 
the top 35 countries with expatriates. The employees and spouses answered separately. 
Questions were phrased to elicit the data the company wanted while ensuring 
confidentiality ~~ responses. Johns explains why confidentiality in such a huge 
multinational co~ora~on is important. 11When rm filling out the questionnaire, sitting 
in the middle of Wes~ i\f.rica and filling in my own biodata -- such as how long I've 
been with the company, what sort of job I've been doing, what level of seniority I have 
-that [can still identify me a.rnong] the 100,000-plus employees in the Shell group. So 
if I'm going to g1ve straight a..t1swers, I have to be pretty sure irs going to be 
confidential." 
Shell sent out 17,000 forms to both staff and spouses -- including past, present and 
future expats. It received 11,000 back -- nearly a 70% response rate, indicating how 
important the issues were to the expatriates. The company culture places high value on 
' getting support for change. Thus it was crucial the main autonomous operating 
companies withln th~ Shell group agree with the action plan after reviewing the 
,, 
findings. The big wave of policy changes c~e by mid-1995. \_. 
Were there sur:Prises in content? Not really. Because of the number of people who 
responded, Shell was able to take the hard data and upersuade technically~based 
management [to take action based on the] hard data and right answers that emerged 
from that data," says Johns. 
· • The findings: two big blockers. 
The company discovered two main impediments to its empioyees1 mobility. First, the 
.J;eluctance by sp~uses, to move primarily b»--eause more women have their own careers 
and are hesitant. to leave them. Many said Shell could accommodate the needs of 
working spouses more than it currently does, a..'1d also, demonstrate greater 
understanding of their problems. Second, concern about the quality of the children's 
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education -- including separation from family while attending secondary school (Shell's 
traditional model had been to support children living at an English boarding school and 
fly them out to spend school holidays with their parents). Furthermore, 95% of the 
spouses stated the company would do better if it consulted them a.11.d learned from their 
experiences. They felt their expertise was neither being utilised nor highly valued. They 
also sent a cle?r message that peopLe need more up-to-date, firsthand briefJ.ng 
' information on the specifics of living in these various countries. On the positive side, 
expatriates believe ?'lobal assignments definitely enhance their professional and 
personal growth as vibll as their career possibilities. Most view ie as an advantage for 
prommion. After receiving the survey results, Shell moved quickly. The first activity it 
undertook was notifying the participants about the status of the project Consequently, 
even before it ha.d tinie to complete all of the analysis, Shell published a booklet with a 
suffi..l.-nary of preliminary results and fmdings. Then, the company established six task 
forces, led by line managers with strong staff and spouse representation, in the 
followi..'lg areas: childreds education, spouses' careers, spouses' recognition and 
involvemem, staff planning and consultation, relocation .information and assistance, and 
health. 
The most pressip.g problem was that of dual careers. Shell created a policy that was 
essentially twofold. The first part was a culmination of advice either received directly 
' 
through v;m der:, Willc-Carlton~s role and networking in The Hague headquarters or 
through access ~o both internal and external information networks. The second part 
' . ' 
was financial support. ,It's that combination of advice and money that has moved Shell 
-· 
to be among the. leaders," says van der Wilk-Carlton. "The po~cy had to be flexible 
. ~ i 
enough to respond to the diverse needs of the spouse population in all countries-- both 
maJe a..11d female.~· 
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These are the specific :solutions created by the six task forces: 
• Spouses· careers: 
Shell decided to pt.lt into place several services that demonstrated the company's 
acknowledgment of the partner's contribution. It added services to address their career 
needs as individuals. How was it done? First. the company created a position of spouse 
employment consultant -- someone who advises spouses and partners on a broad range 
of employment issues (paid and nonpaid work). The goal is to help spouses improve 
their chances of ~m~g career opportunities and aid in their career.~evelopment. 
This isn't a small matter. Shell Internationale clearly is among a small handful of 
companies that offer this level of support-- recognising the impo~ance of a partner's 
career and the impact on that career by leaving the workfowe for an international 
assignment. The company decided to put financial -~ as well as human ~~ resources 
behind the solution. 
Second, spouses receive a thorough assessment that ultimately will lead to career 
planning. Then van der Wilk-Carlton helps them locate employment, aids in acquiring 
work permits, and when paid employment isn't possible. helps them find appropriate 
educational and volunteer activities that interest them and will help him or her keep on 
track. The process can be very difficult because many expatriates who work for Shell 
Internationale move from one international location to another, and thus, one area may 
' ' 
be conducive to -"paid employment whereas the next destination may not. Shell also 
provides a financial assistance policy that covers many of the costs associated with 
transferring employment skills, such as job-search programs, tr~slation and evaluation 
. ' 
of diplomas, preparation of cuniculum vitae or resume, 'fees for maintaining 
I -· 
professional accreditation if unable to work in professional capacity. other for.rr1s of 
education, tuition for language instruction, and specific fees to cover some of the costs 
of starting a new business. 
• Spouses' recognition and involvement: 
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In addition to employment, Shell recognised the enormous contribution expatriate 
partners could make t,o the company. It rook seriously the overwhelming response of 
partners who said they felt unrecognised and underutilized. It heard two clear 
messages from spouses: "Give us better, more up-to-date information/' and "Learn 
from our experiences." As a result, it created a network of expatriate information 
centers around the world. "The survey responses made it clear how much energy there 
is within the spouse corr1.munity," says Mechteld Nije, head of expatriate transfer 
services in The Netherlands. "The question is how you tap into it, and what natural 
activities ca.11 you support that come out of that empowerment?" 
The answer to the question arrived in the Information Network Centre, created for the 
entire expatriate family. Staffed by spouses and partners, it offers information on 
culture, spouse employment, living and travelling in the host country, and other issues 
of concern for expats·. Shell Intematianale also consulted Rita Bennett of Chicago-
based Bennett Associates to help kick off the entire spousal project. Bennett helped 
S.heU put rhe center together, ac;sisting with decisions such as whether to have a full-
time director, how to best utilise the spouses in each center and where to draw the line 
on paying spouses or not paying spouses; she also helped with general training. Today, 
the model is in The Hague center -- called Outpost -- which is housed in two hl.lge 
rooms in Shell headquarters. Outpost bas a paid staff of expatriate spouses as well as 
volunteers. Although Outpost in The Hague is the model, each center (there are 
currently six. operational and six more in the set:-up phase) serves a different 
com..rnunity, and thus offers somewhat different activities around the world. But each 
group ]s generated and directed by the interest of local expatriate spouses. Susanne 
Holtam, director of Outpost, heads a salaried team of four, supported by many 
volunteers. "When we opened our doors for the flrst time on Novem.ber 1, 1995, we 
were overwhelmed with the interest and support from the families/ says Holtam. "\Ve 
get a spectrum of inqyL"'ies -- from 'Can I buy peanut butter in Lagos?' to 'Can my five-
year-old wear shorts in Islamabad?"' 
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• ChiLdren's education: 
After addressing the ·~pauses' and partners• needs, Shell want~d to address another 
serious concern ~>f both employees and their partners -- family ~eparation. In fact~ the 
survey discovered th~ greatest single factor that would encourage mobility among 
. . 
families is the ·availa,bility of adequate secondary schooling in the host country. 
Traditionally, m~y of Shelrs expatriate children attend boarding school for secondary 
education because many of the typical destinations are inadequate to meet their needs. 
However, in the mid-1990s, fewer parents than ever before felt comfortable with this 
option. More and more, their desire is to find a solution that enables the family to live 
together. 
"The policy had to be flexible enough to respond to the diverse needs of the spouse 
population in all countries ... To answer this concern, Shell is supporting additional 
schools in several locations. Another approach the company is taking is to strengthen 
and expand the International Baccalaureate Organisation (IBO) -- a nonprofit 
educational foundation based in Switzerland. It offers the Diploma Program for 
. . 
students in the final two years of secondary school and the Middle Years Program for 
students .in the ·u to 16 age range. The IBO also is beginning to create school 
. , .; 
programs for primary-aged children. These programs are recognised throughout the 
world; graduates qualify for university entrance in 70 countries (among them the 
United States and Canada as well as most European nations). Both of these options 
not only help the family remai.:.1 together, but facilitate some of the difficulties that 
occur upon repatriation when children are faced with returning to their home schools. 
• Staff planning and consultation 
. 
. This task force looked at improving communication between employees, line managers 
. 
and HR. One outgrowth will be to talk directly to each expatriate family and attempt to 
,. 
match their needs. with those of the business. Balancing the needs of these families with 
the corporation'~. as well as the cultural realities of specific destinations, can be 
' 
daunting. Dialogue with the families is one key ingredient. Shell also is beginning to 
opt for more unaccompanied assigrunents. Consequently, although the traditional Shell 
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pblosophy, "keep the family together, and if not, keep the couple W$ether," is stil) the 
norm, exceptions will be made if the fa.rnily and manager believe ifs in the best interests 
of both. The separation sometimes will occur when secondary education or the 
partner's career ma..~e relocating a hardship. If this alternative is chosen, counselling 
and additional support need to be arranged, and other types of expenses -- for 
. . 
. . 
example, increased travel allowance -- often are necessary. The company believes, 
., 
however, that the more personalised assignment package is ultimately in its favour. 
I 
Furr.b.ermore, there'll ~e greater emphasis on recruiting and developing an international 
,. ' 
' 
cadre of staff who'll be willing and able to expatriate. 
• Relocation information and assistance: 
Or~e radical change from the way in which the company traditionally communicated is 
it now takes a more direct approach toward the spouse. In the past, the relationstdp 
tended to be focused between the employee and company. Now. Shell is beginning to 
include the partners in communications. Also, in response to the· survey's statements= a 
: . . 
pilot project is under -way to increase country-specific orientations and provide more 
consistent predepartu~e preparation. The major change in this arena will be from the 
spouse networks,-w[lJch will provide help and information before and after settling into 
me destination. 
• Health: 
.Although not affecting mobility decisions, the employees will receive greater 
communication about medical issues that affect them while on assignment. 
Furthermore. the company will continue to ensure that a high quality of service is 
rnaimained for expats all over the world. Clearly, global companies that hope to follow 
Shell's lead won't be successful unless they also begin at square one. "The first 
challenge is ro recognise the problem," says Johns. "We've moved that far, and we 
' 
seem to be recognising the policies we need to develop for accommodating some of 
those situations. Now, it's a matter of being flexible and moving ahead." Shell 
!~ . ~ 
Imernationale, like so many of its global peers, is struggling with demographic 
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changes, societal needs and business demands amid its continued growth as a 
corporation. Policies that reflect the concerns and fulfil the needs of the expatriate 
population and their partners -- and that systematically question what those concerns 
and needs are -- are a first step. The continuing challenge will be to monitor changing 
needs and to assess the population again. soon, to see what does -- and doesn't --
work. 
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